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The great content diversity of real-world digital images poses a grand challenge to automat-
ically and accurately assess their perceptual quality in a timely manner. In this thesis, we
focus on blind image quality assessment (BIQA), which predicts image quality with no ac-
cess to its pristine quality counterpart. We first establish a large-scale IQA database—the
Waterloo Exploration Database. It contains 4, 744 pristine natural and 94, 880 distorted
images, the largest in the IQA field. Instead of collecting subjective opinions for each image,
which is extremely difficult, we present three test criteria for evaluating objective BIQA
models: pristine/distorted image discriminability test (D-test), listwise ranking consisten-
cy test (L-test), and pairwise preference consistency test (P-test). Moreover, we propose a
general psychophysical methodology, which we name the group MAximum Differentiation
(gMAD) competition method, for comparing computational models of perceptually dis-
criminable quantities. We apply gMAD to the field of IQA and compare 16 objective IQA
models of diverse properties. Careful investigations of selected stimuli shed light on how
to improve existing models and how to develop next-generation IQA models. The gMAD
framework is extensible, allowing future IQA models to be added to the competition.
We explore novel approaches for BIQA from two different perspectives. First, we show
that a vast amount of reliable training data in the form of quality-discriminable image
pairs (DIPs) can be obtained automatically at low cost. We extend a pairwise learning-to-
rank (L2R) algorithm to learn BIQA models from millions of DIPs. Second, we propose
a multi-task deep neural network for BIQA. It consists of two sub-networks—a distortion
identification network and a quality prediction network—sharing the early layers. In the
first stage, we train the distortion identification sub-network, for which large-scale training
samples are readily available. In the second stage, starting from the pre-trained early layers
and the outputs of the first sub-network, we train the quality prediction sub-network using
a variant of stochastic gradient descent. Extensive experiments on four benchmark IQA
databases demonstrate the proposed two approaches outperform state-of-the-art BIQA
models. The robustness of learned models is also significantly improved as confirmed by
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With the explosion of digital image data, it becomes increasingly important to automat-
ically and accurately assess image quality in a timely manner, which has a tremendous
impact on monitoring, maintaining, and improving the perceived quality in various im-
age acquisition, compression, transmission, processing, and display systems. Over the
past twenty decades, there has been a remarkably increasing interest in developing image
quality assessment (IQA) methods in both academia and industry [1]. The goal of IQA
is to quantify the human perception of image quality, which may be degraded in various
ways [120, 152, 153]. Since the human visual system (HVS) is the ultimate receiver in most
visual applications, subjective testing is the most reliable way of quantifying image quality,
but is also time-consuming, cumbersome, and expensive. Therefore, objective IQA that
can automate this process becomes indispensable [75]. Objective IQA models can be broad-
ly classified into full-reference (FR), reduced-reference (RR), and no-reference (NR)/blind
methods based on their accessibility to the pristine-quality reference image. Specifically,
FR-IQA methods assume full access to the reference image and some of them generate a
map to indicate quality variations across spatial locations, as shown in Fig 1.1 [18]. Mean
squared error (MSE), the dominant quantitative metric in the field of signal processing,
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1.1: Quality maps generated by FR-IQA models. (a) Reference image. (b) JPEG
compressed image. (c) Absolute error map of the distorted image (enhanced for visibility).
(d) SSIM [157] map of the distorted image (enhanced for visibility). It is not hard to observe
that SSIM gives a more reasonable quality map that successfully captures annoying pseudo-
contouring effects (in the sky region) and blocking artifacts (along the boundaries of the
building) induced by JPEG compression. Image by courtesy of Wang and Bovik [153].
belongs to this category. RR-IQA methods rely on statistical features from the reference
image to evaluate the quality of the distorted image [163, 166]. The extracted features are
assumed to transmit to the receiver side using an error-free ancillary channel. Blind image
quality assessment (BIQA) methods predict image quality without accessing the reference
image, making them the most challenging among the three. The focus of this thesis is on
BIQA.
With a variety of BIQA models available, how to fairly compare their relative perfor-
mance becomes a challenge. The conventional approach in the literature is to build an
image database, collect subjective opinions for all images, and compute correlations be-
tween model responses and the mean opinion scores (MOSs) given by human subjects. A-
mong many correlation metrics, Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC), Spearman’s
rank-order correlation coefficient (SRCC), and Kendall rank-order correlation coefficient
(KRCC) are the most widely used [149]. However, collecting MOSs via subjective testing
is slow, costly, and cumbersome. In practice, the largest IQA database that is publicly
available contains a maximum of 3, 000 subject-rated images [115]. Among those, many
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are generated from the same source images, differing only in distortion types and levels.
In other words, fewer than 30 source images are included. By contrast, a digital image
lives in a very high dimensional space, whose dimension is equal to the number of pixels
in the image. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to collect sufficient subjective opinion-
s to adequately cover the space. Perhaps more importantly, a few dozen source images
are unlikely to provide a sufficient representation of the variations of the real-world image
content. In addition, most objective BIQA methods are developed after commonly used
IQA databases became publicly available, and often involve machine learning techniques or
manual parameter adjustments to boost the performance. All these issues cast challenges
on the generalizability of existing BIQA models to real-world scenarios.
We believe that a large-scale database with greater content diversity is critical to eval-
uate BIQA models. This motivates us to build the Waterloo Exploration Database, or in
short the Exploration database, which in its current state contains 4, 744 pristine natural
images, spanning a variety of the real-world content. We extend it by adding four distortion
types—JPEG compression, JPEG2000 compression, white Gaussian noise contamination,
and Gaussian blur—each with five distortion levels, resulting in a total of 99, 624 images.
Given such a large number of sample images, it is extremely difficult (if not impossible) to
collect MOSs for all images in a well-controlled laboratory environment. Therefore, inno-
vative methods are necessary to make use of the Exploration database for comparing BIQA
models. Here we present three test criteria that do not require subjective testing, termed
as pristine/distorted image discriminability test (D-test), listwise ranking consistency test
(L-test), and pairwise preference consistency test (P-test), respectively. Each test exams
the robustness and generalizability of BIQA models from a different perspective. Specifi-
cally, D-test quantifies the ability of BIQA models to discriminate pristine from distorted
images. L-test checks the consistency of BIQA models under test images differing only
in distortion levels. P-test builds upon the notion of the quality-discriminable image pair
(DIP), which consists of two images whose perceptual quality is discriminable, and eval-
uates the preference concordance of BIQA models on DIPs. By applying the three test
criteria to the Exploration database, we perform a systematic comparison of 12 existing
BIQA models and make a number of useful observations to reveal their weaknesses and to
provide insights on how to improve these models.
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Moreover, we propose a new psychophysical methodology, which we name group MAx-
imum Differentiation (gMAD) competition for comparing computational models of a per-
ceptually discriminable quantity. Specifically, we adopt the fundamental idea behind the
MAximum Differentiation (MAD) competition [164] introduced by Wang and Simoncelli,
which attempts to falsify a model, and one that is more difficult to be falsified is consid-
ered better. MAD gives us an opportunity to largely reduce the required number of test
stimuli because ideally even one counterexample is sufficient to falsify a model. Here we
extend MAD [164] in several key ways. When falsifying a model, instead of generating
the stimuli from the space of all possible stimuli using computationally expensive opti-
mization algorithms, we structure gMAD to explore a pre-selected set of stimuli, finding
a stimulus pair that have maximally different responses of one model while holding the
other fixed. This relaxation brings many benefits to model comparisons. First, the stimu-
lus generation is gradient-free, which enables almost all computational models to compete
with one another. Second, we can specialize a competition for computational models by
testing them on some specific types of stimuli. Third, the gMAD-generated stimuli are
more natural and interpretable than those generated by MAD and therefore provide more
practical insights on how to improve competing models. gMAD allows multiple models to
participate in the competition and aggregates pairwise measurements into a global ranking
by maximum likelihood. To help summarize the relative performance, we introduce the
notions of aggressiveness and resistance. We apply gMAD to the field of IQA and report
the competition results on 16 objective IQA models. The framework is extensible, allowing
future IQA models into the competition.
Now, we turn our attention from evaluation methodologies to algorithm designs of
BIQA. One of the biggest challenges in learning BIQA models is the conflict between the
gigantic image space and the extremely limited reliable ground truth data for training.
Here we first show that a vast amount of reliable training data in the form of DIPs can
be obtained automatically at low cost by exploiting large-scale databases with diverse
image content. We then learn an opinion-unaware (OU) BIQA (meaning that no subjec-
tive opinions are used for training) model using RankNet [8], a pairwise learning-to-rank
(L2R) algorithm, from millions of DIPs, leading to a DIP inferred quality (dipIQ) index.
Extensive experiments on four benchmark IQA databases demonstrate that dipIQ out-
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performs state-of-the-art OU-BIQA models. The robustness of dipIQ is also significantly
improved as confirmed by the gMAD competition methodology. Furthermore, we extend
the proposed framework and learn models with ListNet [9] (a listwise L2R algorithm) on
quality-discriminable image lists (DILs). The resulting DIL inferred quality (dilIQ) index
achieves an additional performance gain.
Finally, we propose a Multi-task End-to-end Optimized deep neural Network (MEON)
for BIQA. MEON consists of two sub-networks—a distortion identification network and a
quality prediction network—sharing the early layers. Unlike traditional methods used for
training multi-task networks, our training process is performed in two stages. In the first
stage, we train a distortion type identification sub-network, for which large-scale ground
truth training samples are readily available. In the second stage, starting from the pre-
trained early layers and the outputs of the first sub-network, we train a quality prediction
sub-network using a variant of the stochastic gradient descent method. Unlike most deep
neural networks (DNNs), we choose biologically inspired generalized divisive normalization
(GDN) instead of rectified linear unit (ReLU) as the activation function. We empirically
demonstrate that GDN is effective at reducing model parameters/layers while achieving
similar quality prediction performance. With modest model complexity, the proposed
MEON index achieves state-of-the-art performance on four publicly available benchmarks.
Moreover, we demonstrate the strong competitiveness of MEON against existing BIQA
models using the gMAD competition methodology.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are to overcome the fundamental limitations of traditional
evaluation and design methodologies of BIQA, especially in their limited capacities at




The main contributions of the thesis are four-fold. First, we establish the Waterloo Ex-
ploration Database, which is the largest one in IQA research, and present three test cri-
teria (D-test, P-test, and L-test) for BIQA model comparison without MOSs. Second,
we propose the gMAD competition methodology for comparing computational models of
perceptually discriminable quantities and apply gMAD to the field of IQA. Third, we in-
troduce the notion of DIPs and propose L2R frameworks for OU-BIQA. Last, we leverage
the recent advances in DNNs and propose a multi-task DNN for end-to-end BIQA.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The layout of this thesis is as follows.
Chapter 2 discusses the related work in the literature. It starts with a brief introduc-
tion of subjective testing methodologies, followed by a summary of commonly used IQA
databases. We then provide an overview of existing IQA models with emphasis on BIQA
ones.
Chapter 3 presents in detail the construction of the Waterloo Exploration Database.
Three innovative test criteria are proposed. We systematically compare 12 state-of-the-art
BIQA models by applying the three test criteria to the Exploration database and make a
number of useful observations.
Chapter 4 introduces the gMAD competition, an efficient and practical methodology
for comparing multiple computational models of a perceptually discriminable quantity. We
apply gMAD to image quality and perform a systematic comparison of 16 IQA models on
the Exploration database.1
Chapter 5 studies BIQA from an L2R perspective. We first summarize the limitations
of most existing BIQA models. We then adopt a pairwise L2R algorithm (RankNet [8]) for
1To demonstrate the generality of the gMAD competition methodology, we investigate its usage in two
more applications: image aesthetics evaluation [19] and video quality of experience prediction [47], whose
details are given in Appendix A.
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OU-BIQA. The input to RankNet, namely DIPs, can be automatically generated with the
help of the most-trusted FR-IQA models. We extend the proposed pairwise L2R approach
for OU-BIQA to a listwise L2R one.
Chapter 6 studies BIQA by leveraging the latest advances in deep learning. We propose
a multi-task learning framework for BIQA, namely MEON, by decomposing the BIQA task
into two subtasks with dependent loss functions. We end-to-end optimize MEON for both
distortion identification and quality prediction.






This chapter provides a literature review of previous studies that are closely related to
our work, including subjective testing methodologies, commonly used IQA databases, and
existing objective IQA models with emphasis on BIQA ones.
2.1 Subjective Testing Methodologies and IQA Databas-
es
Human subjective testing is the first step towards understanding the visual perception
of image quality. Depending on how test images are presented to human subjects and
how they are instructed to give opinions, subjective testing may be broadly classified into
three categories: single-stimulus methods [135], paired comparison methods (also known
as two-alternative-forced-choice) [115], and multiple-stimulus methods [89]. For single-
stimulus methods, one test image is shown at any time instance and is given ratings
to reflect its perceptual quality. For paired comparison methods, a pair of images are
shown either simultaneously or consecutively, and the subjects are asked which image
is perceived to have better quality. For multiple-stimulus methods, multiple images are
shown simultaneously, and the subjects rank or give ratings to all images based on their
perceptual quality. Suppose that there are N test images in total. O(N) evaluations
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are needed in single-stimulus and multiple-stimulus methods, while O(N2) evaluations are
required in a full paired comparison experiment. Although paired comparison methods
are often preferred to collect reliable subjective opinions, an exhaustive paired comparison
requires a very large number of evaluations, which are impractical when N is large. A
number of methods have been proposed to improve its efficiency. Four types of balanced
subset designs were developed in the 1950s [13], among which the square design method
became popular and was later improved by Li et al. in measuring visual discomfort of
3DTV [72]. An alternative method is to randomly select a small subset of image pairs
for each subject [24], and it has been shown that at least O(N logN) distinct pairs are
necessary for large random graphs to guarantee the graph connectivity and to achieve
a robust global ranking using HodgeRank [55]. In the construction of a subjective IQA
database [115], a Swiss competition principle was adopted to decrease the evaluations to
O(N logN). Recently, an active sampling strategy for subjective testing was proposed [182]
with a complexity of O(N). Either a single-stimulus test or a paired comparison is queried
based on already accumulated subjective opinions with the goal of maximizing the expected
information gain [182].
Several IQA databases have been widely used in the literature. In 2005, Sheikh et al.
conducted a subjective user study and created the LIVE [135] database that consists of 29
reference and 779 distorted images with 5 distortion types—JPEG2000 compression, JPEG
compression, white Gaussian noise contamination, Gaussian blur, and fast fading transmis-
sion error. A single-stimulus continuous-scale method [149] is adopted for testing, where
the reference images are also evaluated under the same experimental configuration [134].
MOS scaling and realignment (based on an additional double-stimulus subjective experi-
ment) are performed to align the scores across different distortion sessions. In particular,
the scaling compensates for different scales used by different subjects during rating, while
the realignment avoids the significant bias of MOSs towards any specific distortion type
and/or level.
The TID2008 [114] database contains 24 pristine natural and 1 computer generated
images. 18 of them are taken from LIVE [135], differing only in size via cropping. 17
distortion types with four distortion levels are added, resulting in 1, 700 distorted images.
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Table 2.1: Distortion types used in the TID2008 database [116]
No. Distortion type
1 White Gaussian noise
2 White Gaussian noise in color components
3 Spatial correlated noise
4 Masked noise




9 Image denoising artifacts
10 JPEG compression
11 JPEG2000 compression
12 JPEG transmission errors
13 JPEG2000 transmission errors
14 Non-eccentricity pattern noise




Table 2.2: Seven added distortion types in the TID2013 database [115]
No. Distortion type
1 Change of color saturation
2 Multiplicative Gaussian noise
3 Comfort noise
4 Lossy compression of noisy images
5 Image color quantization with dither
6 Chromatic aberrations
7 Sparse sampling and reconstruction
The distortion types are summarized in Table 2.1. The testing methodology is a paired
comparison method [20], where the reference image is also shown to the subjects. A Swiss
competition principle is used to reduce the number of pairs for subjective testing such
that each image appears in at most nine pairs. No explicit MOS scaling and realignment
are reported to refine the raw MOSs collected from multiple sessions in three countries.
TID2008 was later extended to TID2013 [115] by adding seven new distortion types (shown
in Table 2.2) and one additional distortion level, making it the largest public database so
far. However, the design philosophies of TID2008 [114] have been questioned since its
release [69, 34]. First, the MOS of each image is computed as the number of wins in
nine pair comparisons it involves, rather than aggregated using mature global ranking
approaches [55, 147, 97]. Second, there are no cross-content pairs evaluated during the
experiment nor extra realignment experiments across content. As a result, the MOSs of
the test images of different content may not be comparable.
The CSIQ [69] database contains 30 reference and 866 distorted images by adding
6 distortion types with 4 to 5 distortion levels. The distortion types used in CSIQ are
JPEG compression, JPEG2000 compression, global contrast decrement, pink Gaussian
noise contamination, white Gaussian noise contamination, and Gaussian blur. CSIQ uses
a multi-stimulus absolute category method based on a linear displacement of images of the
same content across four calibrated LCD monitors placed side by side with equal viewing
distance to the observer. MOSs with different content are realigned according to a separate,
but identical experiment in which observers place subsets of all the images linearly in space.
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Table 2.3: Comparison of existing IQA databases
Database # of pristine images # of distorted images Distortion type
LIVE [135] 29 779 5 / Simulated
TID2008 [114] 25 1, 700 17 / Simulated
TID2013 [115] 25 3, 000 25 / Simulated
CSIQ [69] 30 866 6 / Simulated
MD [54] 15 405 2 / Simulated
Challenge [34] 0 1, 162 Authentic
Exploration 4, 744 94, 880 4 / Simulated
Table 2.4: Comparison of subjective testing methodologies used in existing IQA databases
Database Testing methodology
LIVE [135] Single-stimulus continuous scale
TID2008 [114] Paired comparison
TID2013 [115] Paired comparison
CSIQ [69] Multi-stimulus absolute category
MD [54] Single-stimulus continuous scale
Challenge [34] Single-stimulus continuous scale with crowdsourcing
Exploration Need-based
The LIVE multiply distorted (MD) database [54] and the LIVE in the wild image qual-
ity challenge database [34] (Challenge) focus on images with mixed distortions. LIVE MD
Database simulates two multiple distortion scenarios, one for image storage (Gaussian blur
followed by JPEG compression) and the other for digital image acquisition (Gaussian blur
followed by white Gaussian noise contamination). It contains 15 pristine and 405 distorted
images. The test methodology is the same as in LIVE [135]. LIVE Challenge Database
takes a step further and directly works with authentically distorted images captured from
mobile devices. A total of 1, 162 images are included, whose MOSs are crowdsourced us-
ing the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. Substantial effort has been put to process the
noisy raw data and to verify the reliability of the human opinions from such an uncontrolled
testing environment. A summary of the aforementioned databases are given in Tables 2.3
and 2.4.
Other widely known but smaller databases include IVC [70], Toyama-MICT [46], Cor-
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nell A57 [11], and WIQ [25]. A useful collection of IQA databases has been assem-
bled [169, 168].
A major common issue of all the existing IQA databases is the limited number of
source images being used (as a matter of fact, none of the databases includes more than
30 source images), which creates a large gap between the diversity of real-world images
and the variation of image content that can be tested using the databases. Therefore, IQA
models developed and validated using the databases are inevitably questioned on their
generalizability to real-world applications. This is evidenced by the recent test results on
the LIVE Challenge Database, a direct collection of images from the Internet, where the
performance of the most advanced BIQA models drops significantly [34]. The limitation
on the number of source images is largely due to the limited capacity of the affordable
subjective testing. For example, testing the 1, 700 distorted images in TID2008 [114] is an
expensive and highly time-consuming task, but given the combinations of distortion types
and levels that are applied to each source image, eventually, only 25 source images can be
included.
The above issue motivates us to build a new database for IQA research, which aims to
significantly expand the diversity of image content. Meanwhile, testing all images in the
database using conventional subjective testing methodologies becomes extremely difficult,
if not impossible. Therefore, innovative approaches on how to use the database to test
IQA models have to be developed in order to meet the challenge. These are some of the
key issues we would like to address in this thesis.
2.2 Objective IQA Models
Pioneering work on perceptual image processing and IQA dated back to as early as
1970s [94], when Mannos and Sakrison investigated a class of visual fidelity measures in
the context of rate-distortion optimization. Since then, more and more researchers began
to realize that the widely used mean squared error (MSE) as the dominant quantitative
criterion for assessing signal quality and fidelity has a poor correlation with human per-
ception of image quality [35]. Therefore, a number of alternatives that better account for
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Figure 2.1: A prototypical quality assessment system based on error sensitivity. CSF:
Contrast sensitivity function. Image by courtesy of Wang et al. [157].
perceived image quality have been proposed. For example, Safranek and Johnston incor-
porated a perceptually masking model into their image coder [126]. Daly proposed the
visible differences predictor [18] that transfers the physical differences into perceptually
visible differences by explicitly taking into account three sensitivity variations of the HVS.
These are the variations as a function of light level (referred to as the amplitude nonlinear-
ity), spatial frequency (measured by the contrast sensitivity function), and signal content
(referred to as masking). Daly’s work [18] uses 2D images rather than only the parameters
of the imaging systems, resulting in a probability detection map of visible differences rather
than a single score to represent the fidelity of the whole image.
The development of the structural similarity (SSIM) index transformed the design
paradigm of IQA from computing error visibility (shown in Fig. 2.1) to measuring struc-
tural similarity [151, 157]. The underlying assumption is that the HVS is highly adapted
to extract structural information from the viewing field and a measure of structural in-
formation change can provide a good approximation to perceived image distortions [157].
Fig. 2.2 shows the computation diagram of SSIM, where it decomposes the image sig-
nal into the luminance, contrast and structure terms, and measures the distortions sep-
arately. It opened the door to a new class of FR-IQA algorithms that consider the
HVS as a black box and model it with some holistic assumptions. A variety of re-
search [165, 69, 189, 159, 32, 76, 136, 188, 190, 180, 178, 118, 162] has used SSIM as
a basis.
Yet, in most present and emerging practical real-world visual communication environ-
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Figure 2.2: Computation diagram of the SSIM [157] index. Image by courtesy of Wang et
al. [157].
ments, the FR-IQA methods described above are not applicable because the reference
images are not accessible at the receiver side (or perhaps do not exist at all1) [154]. There-
fore, being able to blindly assess image quality is highly desirable. Most existing BIQA
models [102, 125, 99, 184, 103, 173, 177, 38, 171, 172] share a common two-stage structure:
1) perception- and/or distortion-relevant features (denoted by x) are extracted from a test
image; 2) a non/linear quality prediction function f(x) is learned by mature statistical
machine learning tools, such as support vector regression (SVR) [15, 128] and artificial
neural network [122] from training images with MOSs.
2.2.1 Feature Extraction
Three types of knowledge can be exploited to produce useful features for BIQA, as shown
in Fig. 2.4. The first type is knowledge about the visual world to which we are exposed,
which summarizes the statistical regularities of the undistorted images. The second type
1It is pragmatical that even under the most ideal and controlled circumstances, a captured optical











Figure 2.3: Two-stage structure of BIQA models.
is knowledge about degradation, where we can explicitly construct features that are aware
of particular artifacts, such as blocking [170, 155, 78], blurring [145, 161, 192], and ring-
ing [108, 133, 77]. The third type is knowledge of the HVS [150, 121, 138], which is
based on perceptual models originated from visual physiology and psychophysical stud-
ies [28, 33, 43, 50]. The so-called natural scene statistics (NSS) that seek to capture
the natural statistical behaviors of images embody the three-fold modeling in a delightful
way [154]. NSS can be extracted directly in spatial domain or in transform domains such
as DFT [111], DCT [7], and wavelets [137, 92, 93].
In the spatial domain, edges are presumably the most important image features for the
HVS. The edge spread can be used to detect blurring [74, 95] and the intensity variance in
smooth regions close to edges can indicate ringing artifacts [108]. Step edge detectors that
operate at 8 × 8 block boundaries measure the discontinuities caused by JPEG compres-
sion [170, 98]. The sample entropy [131, 16] of intensity histograms is used to identify image
anisotropy [71, 26]. The responses of image gradients and Laplacian of Gaussian filters are
jointly modeled to describe the destruction of the statistical naturalness of images [177].
In [99], the mean subtracted contrast normalized pixel value statistics are modeled using
a generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD), which is inspired by the adaptive gain control
mechanism seen in neurons [43]. Such a normalization approach has been used in many
BIQA models [101, 100, 185, 183] as a starting point of feature extraction and a prepro-
cessing step for DNN-based BIQA models [59, 60, 62]. There are also local image features
based on singular value decompositions of local image gradient matrices [193].
Statistical modeling in wavelet domain bears a natural resemblance to the early visual
system [50], and natural images exhibit statistical regularities in wavelet space. Specifically,
it is widely acknowledged that the marginal distribution of wavelet coefficients of a natural
image (regardless of content) has a sharp peak near zero and heavier than Gaussian tails,
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Figure 2.4: Knowledge map that we can exploit to produce useful features for IQA. Image
by courtesy of Wang and Bovik [154].
as shown in Fig. 2.5. As a result, the wavelet magnitudes [102, 48] and the wavelet
coefficient correlations in the neighborhood [133, 103, 141, 142, 181] can be individually or
jointly modeled as image naturalness. The phase information of wavelet coefficients, for
example, expressed as the local phase coherence is exploited to describe the perception of
blur [40, 161].
In DFT domain, blur kernels can be efficiently estimated [141, 175, 142] to quantify the
degree of image blurring. The regular peaks at feature frequencies can be used to identify
blocking artifacts [155, 160]. However, it is generally accepted that much of perceptu-
al information in an image signal is stored in the Fourier phase rather than the Fourier
amplitude [110, 49]. Phase congruency [67] is such an implementation that identifies per-
ceptually significant image features at spatial locations, where the Fourier components are
maximally in-phase with one another [71].
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Figure 2.5: Wavelet coefficient histograms (solid curves) of (a) original “buildings” image,
(b) compressed by JPEG2000, (c) with white Gaussian noise, and (d) blurred by a Gaussian
kernel. The histogram in (a) is well fitted by a GGD model (dashed curves). The shapes
of the histograms change in different ways for different distortion types. Image by courtesy
of Wang and Bovik [154].
In DCT domain, blocking artifacts may be identified in a shifted 8 × 8 block [78].
The ratio of AC coefficients to DC components may be interpreted as a measure of local
contrast [124]. The kurtosis of AC coefficients may be used to quantify the structure
statistics. In addition, AC coefficients may also be jointly modeled using a GGD [125].
Feature learning techniques have been investigated in the context of BIQA. Ye et al.
learned quality filters on image patches using K-means clustering [52] and used the filter
responses as features [184]. Despite its high dimension, the feature representation in [184]
has been frequently adopted in later BIQA models such as BLISS [183] and dipIQ [88]
(details will be given in Chapter 5). Ye et al. then took one step further by adopting
supervised filter learning [185]. Xue et al. [179] proposed a quality-aware clustering scheme
guided by an FR-IQA measure [189].
The dimension of the feature vector x extracted from a test image may be extreme-
ly high, while the number of training samples is typically small. This poses a challenge
to traditional machine learning algorithms. As a result, dimensionality reduction tech-
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niques, such as principal component analysis [148] may be adopted to reduce x to a lower
dimension.
2.2.2 Model Learning
From a model learning point of view, support vector machine (SVM) and its continuous
variant SVR [128] are the most commonly used machine learning tools [102, 103, 181, 184,
185, 177] in the field of BIQA. The capabilities of neural networks to pre-train a model
without labels and to easily scale up have also been exploited for this purpose [71, 142, 48].
Example-based methods approximate the quality score of a test image by the weighted
average of quality scores of training images, where the weight encodes the perceptual sim-
ilarity between the test and training images [181, 179, 171]. Saad et al. jointly modeled
x and MOS using a multivariate Gaussian distribution and performed prediction by max-
imizing the conditional probability Pr(x|MOS) [124, 125]. Similar probabilistic modeling
strategies have been investigated in [101, 187]. Other advanced learning algorithms include
topic modeling (e.g., probabilistic latent semantic analysis [45]), Gaussian process [142],
and multi-kernel learning [31, 30].
Recently, there has been a growing interest in jointly learning the feature representation
and quality prediction function using DNNs. Ma et al. [87] proposed a fully convolutional
network for local blur mapping. Kang et al. [59] implemented a DNN with one convolu-
tional and two fully connected layers for BIQA. To perform both maximum and minimum
pooling, ReLU nonlinearity [105] is omitted right after convolution. Bianco et al. inves-
tigated various design choices of DNN for BIQA [4]. They first adopted DNN features
pre-trained on an image classification task as input to learn a quality evaluator using
SVR [128]. They then fine-tuned the pre-trained features in a multi-class classification
setting by quantizing MOSs into five categories and fed the fine-tuned features to SVR.
Nevertheless, their proposal is not end-to-end optimized and involves heavy manual pa-
rameter adjustments [4]. Bosse et al. [5] significantly increased the depth of their DNN by
stacking ten convolutional and two fully connected layers, whose architecture was inspired
by the VGG16 network [139] for image classification. They also adapted their network to
handle FR-IQA. Kim and Lee [62] first utilized local scores of an FR-IQA algorithm as
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Table 2.5: Model sizes of DNN-based BIQA algorithms
BIQA model Kang14 [59] Kang15 [60] DeepBIQ [4] deepIQA [5] Kim17 [62]
Size (×104) 72 7.9 5,687 523 739
ground truths to pre-train their network and then fine-tuned it using MOSs. They observed
that pre-training with adequate epochs is necessary for the fine-tuning step to converge.




Waterloo Exploration Database and
Testing Criteria
In this chapter, we construct the Waterloo Exploration Database, which is the largest
among all IQA databases in the literature. Sourcing MOSs of all images in such a large-scale
database using conventional subjective testing methodologies becomes extremely difficult.
Therefore, innovative methods on how to use the Exploration database to test BIQA
models have to be developed in order to meet the challenge. We propose three test criteria:
pristine/distorted image discriminability test (D-test), listwise ranking consistency test (L-
test), and pairwise preference consistency test (P-test).
3.1 Constructing the Waterloo Exploration Database
We construct a new image database—the Waterloo Exploration Database—which currently
contains 4, 744 pristine natural images that span a great diversity of image content. An
important consideration in selecting the images is that they need to be representative
of scenes we see in our daily life. Therefore, we resort to the Internet and elaborately
select 196 keywords to search for images. The keywords can be broadly classified into 7
categories: human, animal, plant, landscape, cityscape, still-life, and transportation. We
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Human Animal Plant Landscape
Cityscape Still-life Transportation
Figure 3.1: Sample source images in the Waterloo Exploration Database. All images are
cropped for better visibility.
initially obtain more than 200, 000 images. Many of them contain significant distortions
or inappropriate content, and thus a sophisticated manual process is applied to refine the
selection. In particular, we remove images that have obvious distortions, including heavy
compression artifacts, strong motion blur, out of focus blur, low contrast, underexposure,
overexposure, substantial sensor noise, visible watermarks, artificial image borders, and
other distortions due to improper operations during acquisition. Images of too small or
too large sizes, cartoon and computer generated content, and inappropriate content are
excluded. After this step, about 7, 000 images remain. To make sure that the remaining
images are of pristine quality, we further carefully inspect each image multiple times by
zooming in and remove images with visible compression distortions. Eventually, we end up
with 4, 744 high-quality natural images. Sample images grouped into different categories
are shown in Fig. 3.1.
Four distortion types with five levels each are chosen to alter the source images. All
distorted images are generated using MATLAB functions as follows.
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(a)
(b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i) (j) (k)
(l) (m) (n) (o) (p)
(q) (r) (s) (t) (u)
Figure 3.2: Sample distorted images in the Exploration database. (a) Source reference
image “Actress”. (b) JPEG: level 1. (c) JPEG: level 2. (d) JPEG: level 3. (e) JPEG: level
4. (f) JPEG: level 5. (g) JP2K: level 1. (h) JP2K: level 2. (i) JP2K: level 3. (j) JP2K:
level 4. (k) JP2K: level 5. (l) BLUR: level 1. (m) BLUR: level 2. (n) BLUR: level 3. (o)
BLUR: level 4. (p) BLUR: level 5. (q) WN: level 1. (r) WN: level 2. (s) WN: level 3. (t)
WN: level 4. (u) WN: level 5.
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Predicted scores by VIF



















Figure 3.3: Score distribution of the Exploration database predicted by the FR-IQA model,
VIF [132].
• JPEG compression (JPEG): The quality factor that parameterizes the DCT quanti-
zation matrix is set to be [43, 12, 7, 4, 0] for five levels, respectively.
• JPEG2000 compression (JP2K): The compression ratio is set to be [52, 150, 343, 600, 1200]
for five levels, respectively.
• Gaussian blur (BLUR): 2D circularly symmetric Gaussian blur kernels with standard
deviations (stds) of [1.2, 2.5, 6.5, 15.2, 33.2] for five levels are used to blur the source
images.
• White Gaussian noise contamination (WN): White Gaussian noise is added to the
source images, where variances are set to be [0.001, 0.006, 0.022, 0.088, 1.000] for five
levels, respectively.
Sample distorted images are shown in Fig. 3.2. Note that these are the most common
distortion types in existing IQA databases [134, 116], and many BIQA models are claimed
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to excel at handling these distortions [102, 103, 125, 99, 184, 101, 179, 177, 127, 187, 173,
38, 171]. Therefore, whether these models perform well on the new Exploration database
becomes a strong test on their claimed performance and generalizability in the real-world.
The specific parameters that control the distortion levels for each type are chosen so as to
uniformly cover the subjective quality scale, predicted by the FR-IQA model VIF [132] as
shown in Fig. 3.3. Once determined, the parameters are fixed for all images. In summary,
the Exploration database contains a total of 99, 624 images. The number of pristine and
distorted images is 150 times and 30 times, respectively, as many as those of the largest
existing databases.
3.2 Evaluating BIQA Models
To make use of the Exploration database in comparing the relative performance of BIQA
models, we introduce three test criteria: D-test, L-test, and P-test, which do not require
subjective testing.
3.2.1 Pristine/Distorted Image Discriminability Test (D-Test)
Considering pristine and distorted images as two distinct classes, D-test aims to test how
well an IQA model separates the two classes. An illustration using the Exploration database
is shown in Fig. 3.4, where an IQA model with strong discriminability (e.g., Wang05 [163])
is able to map pristine and distorted images onto easily separable intervals with minimal
overlaps, whereas a less competitive model creates two score distributions with large over-
laps. We introduce a measure to quantify this discriminability. We first group indices
of pristine and distorted images into the sets of Ip and Id, respectively, and use | · | to
denote the cardinality of a set. Let q̂i represent the predicted quality of the i-th image by
a model. We apply a threshold T on {q̂i} to classify the images such that I ′p = {i|q̂i > T}
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Figure 3.4: Distributions of IQA model predictions on the Exploration database. An ideal
IQA model is expected to have strong discriminability and to create small overlaps between
the two distributions. (a) DIIVINE [103]. (b) WANG05 [163].
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T should be optimized to yield the maximum correct classification rate, from which we
define a discriminability index as
D = max
T
ACR(T ) . (3.2)
D lies in [0, 1] with a larger value indicating better separability between pristine and
distorted images. (3.2) is a univariate optimization problem that can be solved using a
line search method.
3.2.2 Listwise Ranking Consistency Test (L-Test)
The idea behind L-test has been advocated by Winkler [95, 168]. The goal is to evaluate
the robustness of BIQA models when rating images with the same content and the same
distortion type but different distortion levels. The underlying assumption is that image
quality degrades monotonically with the increase of the distortion level for any distortion
type. Therefore, an excellent BIQA model should rank the images in the same order. An
example on the Exploration database is given in Fig. 3.5, where different models may or
may not produce the same quality rankings in consistency with distortion levels. Given
a database with Np pristine images, C distortion types and K distortion levels, we use
the average Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient (SRCC) and Kendall rank-order


















KRCC(lij, q̂ij) , (3.4)
where lij and q̂ij are both length-K vectors representing distortion levels and the corre-
sponding model responses to the set of images from the same (i-th) source image and the
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Figure 3.5: L-test of “Hip-hop Girl” images under JPEG2000 compression. Image quality
degrades with the distortion level from left to right and from top to bottom. An excellent
BIQA model (e.g., ILNIQE [187]) ranks the images in exactly the same order. By contrast,
a less competitive model (e.g., QAC [179]) may give different rankings.
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same (j-th) distortion type. LRCs and LRCk lie in [0, 1] with higher values indicating
better listwise ranking consistency.
3.2.3 Pairwise Preference Consistency Test (P-Test)
P-test compares BIQA model predictions on pairs of images whose quality is clearly dis-
criminable. We call such pair of images quality-discriminable image pair (DIP). An ideal
BIQA model should consistently predict preferences concordant with DIPs. Paired com-
parison is a widely used subjective testing methodology in IQA research, as discussed in
Chapter 2. Pairwise preference has also been exploited to learn rank BIQA models [176, 30].
Nevertheless, in all previous studies, DIPs that can be used for testing or developing ob-
jective models are obtained exclusively from subjective ratings, which largely limits the
number of available DIPs and is apparently impractical for large-scale image databases
such as the Exploration database.
We propose a novel automatic DIP generation engine by leveraging the quality pre-
diction power of several most-trusted FR-IQA measures in the literature. Specifically, we
consider an image pair to be a valid DIP if the absolute differences of the predicted scores
from FR models are all larger than a pre-defined threshold T . To explore this idea, we first
experiment with the LIVE database [135], from which we extract all possible image pairs
whose absolute MOS differences are larger than Tg = 20 and consider them as the ground
truth DIPs. The legitimacy of Tg = 20 on LIVE can be validated from two sources. First,
the average std of MOSs on LIVE is around 9 and Tg = 20 is right outside the ±1 std
range, which justifies the perceptual quality discriminability of the image pair. Second,
from the subjective experiment conducted by Gao et al. [30], it can be observed that the
consistency between the subjects on the relative quality of one pair from LIVE increases
with Tg, and when Tg is larger than 20, the consistency approaches 100%. Using the avail-
able MOSs in LIVE [135], we are able to generate 206, 717 ground truth DIPs, termed as
the ground truth set. After that, we use our DIP generation engine to generate DIPs on
LIVE and observe whether the generated pairs are in the ground truth set. Fig. 3.6 shows
the percentage of generated DIPs in the ground truth set as a function of T for differ-
ent combinations of FR-IQA measures, where three bases FR measures (MS-SSIM [165],
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Figure 3.6: The percentage of generated DIPs in the ground truth set of the LIVE
database [135] as a function of T for different combinations of base FR-IQA models.
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VIF [132], and GMSD [180]) are selected. It can be seen that the percentage increases
when more FR-IQA models are involved and is maximized when all 3 FR-IQA models
are used. Using all the three models together with T = 40, we achieve 99.81% accuracy,
which verifies the reliability of our DIP generation engine. This configuration is used as
the default setting. Note that the model predictions of the three FR-IQA models should
be mapped to the same perceptual scale before DIP generation. Fig. 3.7 shows 3 DIPs
generated by the proposed engine on the Exploration database. One can see that the left
images of the 3 DIPs have superior perceived quality compared to the right ones.
Given an image database S, our DIP generation engine goes through all possible pairs to
create the full DIP set. Suppose the total number of DIPs in the set is Q and the number of
concordant pairs of a BIQA model (meaning that the model predicts the correct preference)





PCR lies in [0, 1] with a higher value indicating better performance.
3.2.4 Discussion
The above test criteria are defined independently of the database being created. Each of
them challenges BIQA models from a different perspective. One would not be surprised
to see that one model is superb under one criterion but subpar under another (as will be
shown in Section 3.3). Meanwhile, all of them benefit from larger databases, where the
weaknesses and failure cases of test models have more chances to be detected. These failure
cases may provide insights on how to improve BIQA models.
3.3 BIQA Model Comparison
We apply the aforementioned test criteria on the Exploration database and compare the
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Figure 3.7: Sample DIPs from the Exploration database, where the left images have clearly
better quality than that of the right images. A top performing BIQA model is able to







































Figure 3.8: The D-test results of BIQA models on the Exploration database.
II [125], 3) BRISQUE [99], 4) CORNIA [184], 5) DIIVINE [103], 6) IL-NIQE [187], 7)
LPSI [173], 8) M3 [177], 9) NFERM [38], 10) NIQE [101], 11) QAC [179], and 12) T-
CLT [171]. The implementations of all algorithms are obtained from the original authors.
For models that involve training, we use all images in the LIVE database [134] as the
training set. We adopt a 4-parameter logistic nonlinear function [149] to map all model
predictions to the MOS scale of LIVE [134]. As a result, the score range of all algorithms
spans between [0, 100], where a higher value indicates better perceptual quality.
3.3.1 D-Test Results
Fig. 3.8 shows the D-test results on the Exploration database of 12 BIQA measures. T-
CLT [171], CORNIA [184], QAC [179], and BRISQUE [99] are among the top performing
models. Despite their superior performance, by looking into their common failure cases,
we are able to gain insights on their weaknesses. Some examples are shown in Fig. 3.9. In
general, pristine images that are misclassified as distorted ones often exhibit low illumina-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 3.9: Failure cases of the top four BIQA models (TCLT [171], CORNIA [184],
QAC [179], and BRISQUE [99]) in D-test on the Exploration database. (a)-(d) pristine
images misclassified as distorted ones by the four models. (e)-(h) distorted images mis-
classified as pristine ones by the four models.
tion or low intensity variations. There are also exceptions. For example, complex textures
as those in Fig. 3.9(c) resemble noise structures and may fool BIQA models. On the other
hand, distorted images that are misclassified as pristine ones are often induced by white
Gaussian noise and JPEG compression at mild distortion levels.
We also run D-test on LIVE [135] which has less than 1, 000 test images. The top
performing BIQA models TCLT [171] and CORNIA [184] on the Exploration database
perform perfectly on LIVE (achieving D = 1), which indicates no failure cases. This
manifests the benefits of using the Exploration database which contains substantially more
images to better distinguish BIQA models and to increase the chances of finding failure
examples.
3.3.2 L-Test Results
We perform L-test on the Exploration database that includes 4, 744 × 4 = 18, 976 sets of
























































































Figure 3.10: The L-test results of BIQA models on the Exploration database. (a) LRCs.
(b) LRCk.
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Figure 3.11: Failure cases of NIQE [101] in L-test induced by JPEG2000 compression on
the Exploration database, where KRCC is less than 0.5.
same distortion type but at different distortion levels. Fig. 3.10 shows LRCs and LRCk
results of 12 BIQA models, from which we have several observations. First, NIQE [101] and
its feature enriched extension ILNIQE [187] outperform all other models. These methods
are based on perception- and distortion-relevant NSS, without MOS for training. This
reveals the power of NSS, which map images into a perceptually meaningful space for
comparison. Second, although TCLT [171] performs the best in D-test, it is not outstanding
in L-test. Third, training based models, such as BIQI [102] and DIIVINE [103] generally
have lower overall consistency values and larger error bars, implying potential overfitting
problems.
Furthermore, to demonstrate additional benefits of L-test, we focus on the best perform-
ing model NIQE [101], observe its main failure cases, and discuss how it can be improved.
Fig. 3.11 shows sample failure cases which occur when JPEG2000 compression is applied.
A common characteristic of these images is that they are combinations of strong edges and
large smooth regions, which result in abundant ringing artifacts after JPEG2000 compres-
sion. The patch selection mechanism in NIQE [101] may mistakenly group such distorted
structures to build the multi-variant Gaussian model, which may be close to that comput-











































Figure 3.12: The P-test results of BIQA models on the Exploration database.
ranking. Potential ways of improving NIQE [101] include pre-screening ringing artifacts
and training the model using natural image patches of more diverse content.
3.3.3 P-Test Results
We apply the proposed DIP generation engine on the Exploration database, resulting
in more than 1 billion DIPs. Fig. 3.12 shows the pairwise preference consistency ratios
of 12 BIQA measures, all of which achieve PCR ≥ 90%. This verifies the success of
these algorithms in predicting image quality to a certain extent. Moreover, ILNIQE [187],
NIQE [99], and CORNIA [184] are among top performing BIQA models, which conform
to the results in L-test.
Although CORNIA [184] outperforms all other BIQA methods, it still gives 6, 808, 400
wrong predictions. Representative failure cases are shown in Fig. 3.13. Specifically, COR-
NIA tends to favor artificial structures introduced in smooth regions, for example blocking
structures in the sky in Fig. 3.13(a), and ringing around sharp edges in Fig. 3.13(e). This
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may be a consequence of its unsupervised feature learning mechanism that may not be
capable of reliably differentiating real structures from artificially created distortions in
smooth areas.
We also run P-test on LIVE [135] for comparison. Only 90, 870 DIPs have been gener-
ated, which is less than 0.01% of the DIPs generated from the Exploration database. All 12
BIQA algorithms perform perfectly on LIVE, achieving PCR = 1. This result manifests
the value of the Exploration database and meanwhile shows the capability of P-test at
exploiting large databases.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we build the Waterloo Exploration Database that contains 4, 744 pristine
natural images and 94, 880 distorted images created from them. Furthermore, we present
three test criteria (D-test, L-test, and P-test) and apply them to the Exploration database






Figure 3.13: Failure cases of CORNIA [184] in P-test on the Exploration database. The
left images have inferior quality compared with the right ones, but CORNIA [184] gives
incorrect preference predictions. (a) CORNIA = 54. (b) CORNIA = 24. (c) CORNIA =







In this chapter, we introduce the group MAximum Differentiation (gMAD) competition,
a general methodology for comparing multiple computational models of a perceptually
discriminable quantity. We adopt the fundamental idea behind the MAD competition [164]
introduced by Wang and Simoncelli and extend it in several key ways. We apply gMAD
to IQA and report the competition results on 16 objective IQA models.
4.1 gMAD Competition
Computational models of perceptual quantities are fundamental building blocks of man-
made systems for processing sensory signals. With a group of such models of a perceptually
discriminable quantity, how to efficiently compare their relative performance becomes a
challenge. The standard approach in the literature is to select a number of samples from
the stimulus space, collect subjective opinions for all stimuli, and compare model responses
with collected subjective evaluations. A model that better accounts for the subjective data
is superior. A major problem with this conventional methodology is the conflict between
the possibly high dimensionality of the stimulus space and the limited scale of affordable
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subjective testing. For example, consider the space of all possible visual images. This
stimulus space is of the same dimension as the number of pixels in the image, which is
typically in the order of hundreds of thousands or millions. Since subjective testing is
expensive and time-consuming, a typical “large-scale” subjective experiment allows for a
maximum of a few thousand sample images to be examined, but no matter how these
sample images are pre-selected, they are deemed to be extremely sparsely distributed in
the image space.
Inspired by previous methods for efficient stimulus selection [167, 65, 113] and texture
model assessment [27, 191, 117], Wang and Simoncelli proposed a novel psychophysical
methodology, namely the MAD competition, to accelerate the model comparison process
by minimizing the subjective experimental burden [164]. Given two computational models,
MAD works by falsifying a model and one that is more difficult to be falsified is considered
better. MAD gives us an opportunity to largely reduce the required number of test stimuli
because ideally even one counterexample is sufficient to falsify a model. When generating
stimuli that have great capability to discriminate between two models, MAD first synthe-
sizes a pair of stimuli that maximize/minimize the responses of one model while holding
the other fixed. The procedure is then repeated with the roles of two models exchanged.
A visual demonstration in the context of IQA is shown in Fig. 4.1. Several limitations
of MAD impede its wide usage in practical applications. First, although testing stimuli
are automatically synthesized, MAD often relies on the gradient information of competing
models to solve a constrained and often nonconvex optimization problem. This is not plau-
sible for computational models whose gradients are difficult to compute, if not impossible.
Second, MAD-generated stimuli may be highly unnatural [164], whose practical implica-
tions on how to improve existing models in real-world applications are limited. Third, it
only allows two models into the competition and the extension to account for multiple
models is nontrivial.
We adopt the fundamental idea behind MAD [164] and extend it in several key ways,
toward an efficient and practical methodology for comparing multiple perceptual models,
which we name the group MAximum Differentiation (gMAD) competition. When attempt-

















Figure 4.1: Illustration of the MAD competition method [164] with synthesized image
pairs. Image by courtesy of Wang and Simoncelli [164].
stimuli rather than the whole stimulus space. This relaxation brings many advantages.
First, it allows us to replace the iterative stimulus synthesis process with a search step in
the stimulus set. As a result, gMAD is gradient-free, which permits almost all computa-
tional models into comparison. Second, we can easily specialize a competition by testing
computational models on some specific types of stimuli. For example, if we compare mul-
tiple models of perceived image quality on a pre-selected image set, which contains only
sharp and blurred images of different degrees, we in fact specialize a competition that
compares the model abilities for blur perception [161]. Third, unlike MAD [164], we avoid
generating highly unnatural stimuli that provide less practical insights in improving the
competing models. Specifically, we first search for pairs of stimuli that maximize/minimize
the responses of a group of other models (denoted by attackers) in the stimulus set, while
fix responses of the defender. The attacks are optimal in the sense that the defender is
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most likely to be falsified. If instead, the defender survives from such an attack, it is a
strong indicator that the defender is likely to be a robust and reliable model. gMAD runs
this game among all models until every of them has played the defender role once. Sub-
jective testing on pairs of such generated stimuli is then performed. To help summarize
the relative performance of the competing models, we introduce notions of aggressiveness
and resistance to indicate how strong an attacker in falsifying a defender and how resistant
a defender to be defeated by an attacker, respectively. The pairwise aggressiveness and
resistance measurements are aggregated into a global ranking using maximum likelihood
of multiple options [147], which completes the gMAD competition. The framework is read-
ily extensible, allowing future computational models to be added to the competition with
minimally additional work.
We apply gMAD to the field of IQA [152, 153, 154] and report the competition results
on 16 objective IQA models [157, 165, 189, 102, 125, 99, 184, 103, 187, 173, 177, 38, 101,
179, 171]. Careful investigations of selected extremal image pairs shed light on how to
improve existing models and how to develop next-generation IQA models. To demonstrate
the generality of the gMAD competition methodology, we investigate its usage in two
more applications: image aesthetics evaluation [19] and video quality of experience (QoE)
prediction [47], whose details are given in Appendix A.
4.1.1 Problem Formulation and General Methods
We first formulate the general model comparison problem. Suppose that we are interested
in a stimulus space S, from which we sample a set of stimuli S ⊂ S as our test set.
We define a perceptually discriminable and continuous quantity q(s) ∈ R for all s ∈ S.
A subjective assessment environment is assumed, where a human observer can compare
the intensity of the perceptual quantity q(s) for any stimulus s ∈ S with the intensity of
another stimulus s′. Given a group of computational models {Zi}Mi=1, each of which takes
a stimulus s as input and predicts q(s), we aim for comparing their relative performance
in predicting the perceptual quantity q(·) based on a limited number of subjective tests.
The underlying philosophy in conventional approaches of model comparison is to vali-
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date a model. Subjective testing is first carried out on a set of stimuli. Average subjective
opinions of those stimuli are then compared with model predictions, and a model that
explains subjective data the best is the winner. Practicing such a philosophy requires the
models to be validated using a sufficient number of test stimuli in the stimulus space, which
is a major challenge because the stimulus space can be enormous, but the total number of
test stimuli that can be obtained in a realistic subjective experiment is only in the order
of thousands (if not fewer).
The MAD [164] and the current gMAD competition methodologies give up the con-
ventional philosophy. Instead of trying to validate a model, MAD and gMAD attempt
to falsify it, which have the freedom to explore the stimulus space S and a large set of
stimuli S, respectively, before subjective testing. MAD [164] searches for optimal stimuli
via synthesis, which involves a constrained optimization problem and typically calls for
the gradient projection method. This requirement excludes models whose gradients are
difficult to compute (e.g., models are not continuous in the stimulus space). Different
from MAD [164], gMAD does not rely on gradient computation and directly searches for
stimulus pairs from a stimulus set S.
4.1.2 gMAD Competition Procedure
The details of the gMAD competition procedure are as follows. We work with a stimulus set
S = {si}Ni=1 that samples from a stimulus space S and compare M computational models
{Zi}Mi=1of a perceptually discriminable quantity q(·). We divide q(·) into K intensity levels,
within which the responses of the defender model are considered fixed.
• Step 1. Apply all M models to all stimuli in S, which results in a model prediction
matrix Q̂ of M rows and N columns, where the entry Q̂ij is the prediction of q(sj)
given by Zi;
• Step 2. Choose Z1 as the defender by setting the index i = 1. The rest of M − 1
models are the attackers;
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• Step 3. Choose the first intensity level k = 1 from a total of K levels, where
k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K};
• Step 4. At the i-th row of Q̂, search for all stimuli whose model responses of Zi
(serve as the defender) lie in the k-th intensity level. This results in a subset of stimuli
Sik, which are considered to have similar perceptual quantities by the defender Zi;
• Step 5. Choose Zj as the current attacker from M −1 attacker models, where j 6= i;
• Step 6. Within Sik, find a pair of stimuli slijk and suijk that correspond to the
minimal and maximal responses of Zj. This stimulus pair is referred to as the gMAD
counterexample suggested by the attacker Zj, attempting to falsify the defender Zi
at the intensity level k;
• Step 7. Carry out a subjective quality discriminative test on slijk and suijk, whose
details depend on the testing materials and will be given later;
• Step 8. Choose another model Zj as the current attacker and repeat Steps 6-7 until
all attacker models are exhausted;
• Step 9. Choose the next intensity level by setting k = k + 1 and repeat Steps 4-8
until k = K (all intensity levels are exhausted);
• Step 10. Choose the next defender model Zi by setting i = i + 1 and repeat Steps
3-9 until i = M (all competing models are exhausted);
• Step 11. Carry out statistical analysis on the subjective test results, whose details
will be given later.
Several useful features of the gMAD competition methodology are worth mentioning
here. First, gMAD does not depend on the samplers for constructing S. In other words, it
can be applied to any collection of stimuli. Second, the number of stimulus pairs selected by
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gMAD for subjective testing is M(M−1)K, independent of the size N of the stimulus set S.
As a result, applying gMAD to a larger set has no impact on the cost of subjective testing.
Third, each selected stimulus pair is associated with two computational models, which
hold different opinions on their perceptual quantities. Specifically, the defender believes
that the pair have the same perceptual quantity while the attacker suggests that they
have very different perceptual quantities. If the stimulus pair are easily differentiated by
human subjects, they constitute strong evidence against the defender model. On the other
hand, if the pair indeed have similar perceptual quantities, they provide strong evidence
to support the defender model. Fourth, it is straightforward and cost-effective to add new
computational models into the competition. No change is necessary for all the selected
pairs and their corresponding subjective testing. The only additional work is to select a
total of 2MK new stimulus pairs for subjective testing, half of which are for the case that
the new model acts as the defender and the other half as the attacker.
4.2 Application to IQA models
In this section, we present in detail how to apply the gMAD competition to computational
models of perceived image quality. These include the selection of the image set and IQA
models, the environment and flow of subjective testing, the preprocessing of subjective
data, the definition of aggressiveness and resistance measures, and the aggregation from
pairwise measurements to a global ranking.
4.2.1 Experimental Setup
For the test database, we choose the Waterloo Exploration Database. A total of 16 IQA
models are selected to participate in the gMAD competition to cover a wide variety of
IQA methodologies with emphasis on BIQA models. These include FR models 1) PSNR,
2) SSIM [157], 3) MS-SSIM [165] and 4) FSIM [189], and blind models 5) BIQI [102],
6) BLINDS-II [125], 7) BRISQUE [99], 8) CORNIA [184], 9) DIIVINE [103], 10) IL-
NIQE [187], 11) LPSI [173], 12) M3 [177], 13) NFERM [38], 14) NIQE [101], 15) QAC [179]
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Figure 4.2: Extremal image pairs selected by gMAD on the Exploration database. A pair
of images (A, B) is selected by maximizing/minimizing SSIM but holding MS-SSIM fixed.
Similarly, a pair of images (C, D) is selected by maximizing/minimizing MS-SSIM but
holding SSIM fixed.
and 16) TCLT [171]. The gradients of most models are extremely difficult to compute or
approximate, therefore limiting the pairwise comparison using MAD [164]. The imple-
mentations of all algorithms are obtained from the original authors. For IQA models that
involve training, we use all test images in the LIVE database [135] as the training set. To
compensate for the nonlinearity of model predictions on the human perception of image
quality and to make the comparison more consistent, we adopt a logistic nonlinear func-
tion as suggested in [149] to map all model predictions to the MOS scale of the LIVE
database [135]. As a result, the score range of all algorithms spans between [0, 100], where
higher values indicate better perceptual quality.
For each defender model, we define 6 quality levels evenly spaced on the quality scale so




Figure 4.3: Image pairs found by gMAD between SSIM [157] and MS-SSIM [165] on the
Exploration database. (a) MS-SSIM = 30, SSIM = 53. (b) MS-SSIM = 30, SSIM = 13.
(c) SSIM = 30, MS-SSIM = 78. (d) SSIM = 30, MS-SSIM = 13.
The quality range within each subset of images is set to be within 1 std1 of MOSs in the
LIVE database [135]. Thus the images within the same subset have approximately the
same quality by the defender model. The attacker models then choose extremal image
pairs from the 6 subsets, as described previously. On the scatter plot, finding an extremal
image pair corresponds to selecting points that have the longest distance in a given row or
column, as exemplified in Fig. 4.2, where SSIM [157] competes with MS-SSIM [165]. The
corresponding extremal image pairs are shown in Fig. 4.3, from which we can create a first
1Every image in the LIVE database has a MOS and an std associated with it, computed from all valid
subjects. The std used here is in fact an average of stds for all images.
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Figure 4.4: User interface for subjective testing.
impression on how the two models compete with each other. Specifically, images in the first
row exhibit approximately the same perceptual quality (in agreement with MS-SSIM [165])
and those in the second row have drastically different perceptual quality (in disagreement
with SSIM [157]). This may suggest that MS-SSIM is a solid improvement over SSIM.
After the gMAD image pair selection process, a total of 16× (16−1)×6 = 1, 440 extremal
image pairs are chosen for the subsequent subjective experiment.
4.2.2 Subjective Testing
A subjective user study is conducted in an office environment with a normal indoor illumi-
nation level and without the reflecting floor and ceiling walls. The display is a true-color
LCD monitor at a resolution of 2, 560× 1, 600 pixels and is calibrated in accordance with
the recommendations of ITU-R BT.500 [149]. A customized MATLAB interface is creat-
ed to render an image pair simultaneously at their exact pixel resolutions but in random
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spatial order. A scale-and-slider applet is used for assigning a quality score, as shown in
Fig. 4.4. A total of 31 näıve subjects, including 16 males and 15 females, participate in
the subjective experiment. All subjects have a normal or correct-to-normal visual acuity.
Most of them are previously exposed to the general image processing field but do not have
much experience in IQA. Each subject is introduced about the goal of the experiment, the
experimental procedure, and the user interface. Sample extremal image pairs (independent
of the test pairs) are shown to the subjects in a training session to familiarize them with
image distortions and the whole test process. For each extremal image pair, the subject
assigns a score between −100 and 100 to indicate his/her preference to either the left image
[−100,−20] (labeled as “left is better”) or the right image [20, 100] (labeled as “right is
better”). In case the subject is uncertain about his/her decision, s/he can also assign a
score between [−20, 20] (labeled as “uncertain”), where a score of 0 indicates completely
neutral. In contrast to the conventional paired comparison method, where the subject is
only allowed to make a binary decision on his/her preference even when s/he is uncertain
about the answer, our soft version of paired comparison better captures the subject’s con-
fidence when expressing his/her preference. During the experiment, subjects are allowed
to move their positions to get closer or farther away from the screen for better observation.
We divide the experiment into 4 sessions, each of which is limited to a maximum of 30
minutes, and subjects are asked to take a 5-minute break to minimize the influence of
fatigue effect. All subjects participate in all sessions. Furthermore, in order to inspect if
subjects are using consistent scoring strategies throughout the experiment, we repeat 10%
of the image pairs (144 pairs to be specific) during the experiment.
4.2.3 Data Analysis
After collecting the raw subjective data, we adopt the outlier detection and subject rejec-
tion algorithm suggested in [149] to screen our pairwise data. Specifically, the raw score
for an extremal image pair is considered to be an outlier if it is outside 2 stds of the mean
score of that pair for the Gaussian case or outside
√
20 stds for the non-Gaussian case.
A subject is removed if more than 5% of his/her evaluations are outliers. Moreover, a
consistency check is conducted for each subject by making use of the image pairs that
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have been repeated. We define a consistency measure as the mean of stds of scores given
by one subject to the repeated pairs. A subject is rejected if his/her consistency measure
is more than 2 stds of consistency measures for all subjects. As a result, one subject is
rejected due to inconsistent judgments. Among all scores given by the remaining valid
subjects, about 1.4% of the total subjective evaluations are identified as outliers and are
subsequently removed.
Since every extremal image pair in the gMAD competition are associated with two
IQA models, we first compare these models in pairs and then aggregate the pairwise mea-
surements into a global ranking using mature rank aggregation tools such as maximum
likelihood for multiple options [147], hodgeRank [55], and ranking by eigenvectors [97]. We
define the notions of aggressiveness and resistance. The aggressiveness measure aij indi-







where qijk is the MOS over all valid subjects on the extremal image pair selected from
the k-th subset when Zi and Zj are the attacker and the defender, respectively. θjk is the
number of sample images in the k-th subset, acting as a weighing factor. aij ranges between
[−100, 100] with a larger value indicating stronger aggressiveness of Zi over Zj. In general,
aij is expected to be positive for a competitive model. It may also be negative, meaning
that the order of the extremal image pair selected by Zi contradicts to human judgments,
which indicates a strong failure case of Zi. The pairwise aggressiveness measurements of
all models form an aggressiveness matrix A.
Different from aggressiveness, the resistance measure rij indicates how resistant the






rij ranges between [0, 100] with a higher value indicating better resistance of Zi as the





















































































































Figure 4.5: Pairwise gMAD competition matrices: Each entry indicates the aggressiveness
or the resistance of the row IQA model against the column IQA model. (a) Aggressiveness























































Figure 4.6: Global ranking of IQA models in terms of aggressiveness and resistance.
form a resistance matrix R. We show the aggressiveness matrix A and the resistance matrix
R of 16 IQA models from the gMAD competition in Fig. 4.5, where the higher value of an
entry (warmer color), the stronger aggressiveness and resistance of the corresponding row
model against the column model.
We aggregate the pairwise comparison results into a global ranking via a maximum
likelihood method for multiple options [147]. Specifically, let µ = [µ1, µ2, · · · , µM ] ∈ RM




aij log (Φ(µi − µj)) , (4.3)
where Φ(·) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function (CDF). To find the













i µi = 0 is added to resolve the translation ambiguity and therefore lead-
s to a unique solution. Other constraints such as setting the first ranking score to zero
µ1 = 0 are also applicable. It is not hard to show that (4.4) is a convex optimization prob-
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lem [147] and can be efficiently solved using mature numerical optimization toolboxes such
as CVX [17]. When M = 2, the maximum likelihood estimate reduces to the Thurstone’s
law [144, 83] and has a closed form solution (assuming µ1 + µ2 = 0)






where Φ−1(·) is the inverse CDF of the standard normal. The pairwise resistance mea-
surements can be aggregated in a similar fashion. We have also applied other ranking
aggregation algorithms such as hodgeRank [55] and ranking by eigenvectors [97]. Very
similar results are obtained.
We show the global ranking results in Fig. 4.6, from which we have several interesting
observations. First, an IQA model that has stronger aggressiveness generally exhibits
stronger resistance, which is confirmed by a high KRCC of 0.87 between them. Second,
in general, FR-IQA models are more competitive than BIQA ones, which is not surprising
because FR models make use of more information. Third, the best performance overall is
obtained by MS-SSIM [165], which is a multi-scale version of SSIM [157] and significantly
improves upon it. This suggests that incorporating multi-scale analysis is beneficial in
improving the performance of IQA models. Fourth, CORNIA [184], NIQE [101] and its
feature enriched version ILNIQE [187] perform the best among all BIQA models. They
represent two popular NSS either hand-crafted or learned from data. Fifth, a model that
is worth noting is LPSI [173], which essentially reduces the feature space to one dimension
and without using MOSs for training, but it outperforms sophisticated machine learning-
based approaches such as BRISQUE [99] and DIIVINE [103] which adopt several features
for training. Finally, machine learning-based IQA models, though performed very well in
existing publicly available databases, generally do not perform well in the current gMAD
competition. This may be because the training samples are not sufficient to represent the
population of real-world natural images and thus the risk of overfitting is high.
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4.3 Summary
In this chapter, we propose a new methodology, namely the gMAD competition, for ef-
ficiently and practically comparing computational models of perceptually discriminable
quantities. Working by falsifying models, gMAD automatically searches from a large-scale
pre-selected stimulus set for a small and fixed number of model-dependent stimulus pairs.
gMAD is particularly useful for comparing models that operate on a high dimensional
stimulus space and that are mathematically not well-behaved. gMAD also provides two
well-defined quantities (aggressiveness and resistance) to indicate the relative performance
of competing models, through which useful insights can be gained to design better models.
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Chapter 5
Blind Image Quality Assessment by
Learning-to-Rank Discriminable
Image Pairs
In this chapter, we first summarize the limitations of existing BIQA models, which motivate
us to adopt learning-to-rank (L2R) algorithms to learn BIQA models. We show that a vast
amount of reliable training data in the form of so-called quality-discriminable image pairs
(DIP) can be generated at very low cost. We adopt a pairwise L2R algorithm (RankNet [8])
to learn BIQA models from DIPs. We also extend the pairwise learning paradigm to a
listwise one and learn BIQA models using listwise L2R algorithms.
5.1 Pairwise L2R Approach for OU-BIQA
As discussed in Chapter 2, many BIQA models are developed by supervised learning [102,
125, 99, 184, 103, 173, 177, 38, 171] and share a common two-stage structure: 1) perception-
and/or distortion-relevant features (denoted by x) are extracted from a test image; and 2) a
quality prediction function f(x) is learned by statistical machine learning algorithms. The
performance and robustness of these approaches rely heavily on the quality and quantity
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of the ground truth data for training. The most common type of ground truth data is in
the form of the MOS, which is the average of quality ratings given by multiple subjects.
Therefore, these models are often referred to as opinion-aware (OA) BIQA models and may
incur the following drawbacks. First, collecting MOSs via subjective testing is expensive.
As a result, even the largest publicly available IQA database, TID2013 [115], provides only
3, 000 images with MOSs. This limited number of training images is deemed extremely
sparsely distributed in the entire image space [164]. As such, the generalizability of BIQA
models learned from small training samples is questionable on real-world images. Second,
among thousands of sample images, only a few dozen source reference images can be
included, considering the combinations of reference images, distortion types and levels.
For example, the TID2013 database [115] includes 25 source images only. It is extremely
unlikely that this limited number of reference images sufficiently represent the variations
that exist in real-world images. Third, since these BIQA models are trained with individual
images to make independent quality predictions, the cost function is blind to the relative
perceptual order between images. As a result, the learned models are weak at ordering
images with respect to their perceptual quality.
In this chapter, we show that a vast amount of reliable training data in the form of
so-called DIPs can be generated by exploiting large-scale databases with diverse image
content. Each DIP is associated with a perceptual uncertainty measure to indicate the
confidence level of its quality discriminability. We show that such DIPs can be generated
at very low cost without resorting to subjective testing. We then employ RankNet [8], a
neural network-based pairwise L2R algorithm [79, 39], to learn an opinion-unaware (OU)
BIQA (meaning that no subjective opinions are used for training) model by incorporating
the uncertainty measure into the loss function. Extensive experiments on four benchmark
IQA databases demonstrate that the DIP inferred quality (dipIQ) indices significantly
outperform previous OU-BIQA models. We also conduct another set of experiments in
which we train the dipIQ indices using different feature representations as inputs and
compare them with OA-BIQA models using the same representations. The generalizability
and robustness of dipIQ are improved across all four IQA databases and verified by the
gMAD competition methodology [90] on the Exploration database [86]. Furthermore, we
extend the proposed pairwise L2R approach for OU-BIQA to a listwise L2R one by evoking
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ListNet [9] (a listwise L2R extension of RankNet [8]) and transforming DIPs to quality-
discriminable image lists (DIL) for training. The resulting DIL inferred quality (dilIQ)
index leads to an additional performance gain.
5.1.1 DIP Generation
The DIP generation process presented here is similar to that in P-test, except that we
do not enforce the constraint that a DIP is clearly quality-discriminable. Specifically, we
first choose the three best-trusted FR-IQA models, namely MS-SSIM [165], VIF [132], and
GSMD [180]. A nonlinear logistic function suggested in [134] is then adopted to map the
predicted scores of the three models to the MOS scale of the LIVE database [135]. As a
result, the score range of the three models spans [0, 100], where higher values indicate better
perceptual quality. We associate each candidate image pair with a nonnegative T , which
is equal to the smallest score difference of the three FR models. Intuitively, the perceptual
uncertainty level of quality discriminability should decrease monotonically with the increase
of T . By varying T , we can generate a number of DIPs with different perceptual uncertainty
levels of quality discriminability. To quantify the level of uncertainty, we employ a raised-











if T ≤ Tc
0 otherwise ,
(5.1)
where U(T ) lies in [0, 1], with a higher value indicating a greater degree of uncertainty and
Tc is a constant, above which the uncertainty is zero. In the current implementation, we
set Tc = 20. Fig. 5.1 shows the uncertainty as a function of T and some representative
DIPs, where the left images have better quality in terms of the three FR-IQA models with
T > 0. All the shown DIPs are generated from the training image set that will be described
later. It is clear that setting T close to zero produces the highest level of uncertainty of
quality discriminability. Careful inspection of the two image pairs at the top of Fig. 5.1
reveals that the uncertainty manifests itself in two ways. First, the right image at the






Figure 5.1: Illustration of the perceptual uncertainty of quality discriminability of DIPs
as a function of T . The left images of all DIPs have better quality in terms of the three
FR-IQA models with T > 0. However, the quality discriminability differs significantly. All









Figure 5.2: The architecture of RankNet [8].
left one, which disagrees with the three FR-IQA models. Second, both images in the top
right pair have distortions that are barely perceived by the human eye. In other words,
they have very similar perceptual quality. The perceptual uncertainty generally decreases
if T increases and when T > 20, the DIP is clearly discriminable, further justifying the
selection of Tc = 20.
5.1.2 RankNet
Given a number of DIPs, a pairwise L2R algorithm would make use of their perceptual
order to learn quality models while taking the inherent perceptual uncertainty into ac-
count. Here, we revisit RankNet [8], a pairwise L2R algorithm that was the first of its
kind used by commercial search engines [79]. We extend it to learn from DIPs associated
with uncertainty. Fig. 5.2 shows RankNet’s architecture, which is based on classical neural
networks and has two parallel streams to accommodate a pair of inputs. The two-stream
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weights are shared, which is achieved by using the same initializations and the same gradi-
ents during backpropagation [8]. The quality prediction function f(x), namely the dipIQ
index, is implemented by one of the streams, and the loss function is defined on a pair of
images with the help of f . Specifically, let f(xi) and f(xj) be the outputs of the first and
second streams, whose difference is converted to a probability using
p̂ij(f) =
exp (f(xi)− f(xj))
1 + exp (f(xi)− f(xj))
, (5.2)
based on which we define the cross entropy loss as
`(f ; xi,xj, pij) = −pij log p̂ij − (1− pij) log(1− p̂ij)
= −pij (f(xi)− f(xj)) + log (1 + exp (f(xi)− f(xj))) ,
(5.3)
where pij is the ground truth label associated with the training pair, consisting of the i-th
and j-th images. In the case of DIPs used in our work, pij is always 0 or 1, indicating that
the quality of the i-th image is worse or better than the j-th one. Within the mini-batch
stochastic gradient minimization framework, we define the empirical loss function using




(1− Uij)`(f ; xi,xj, pij) , (5.4)
where B is the batch containing the DIP indices currently being trained. As Eq. (5.4)
makes clear, DIPs with higher uncertainty contribute less to the overall loss. With some
derivations, we obtain the gradient of `b with respect to the model parameters collectively






















In the case of a linear dipIQ containing no hidden layers and no nonlinear activations,
Eq. (5.3) is reduced to
`(w; xi,xj, pij) =− pij
(
wT (xi − xj)
)
+ log(1 + exp(wT (xi − xj)) ,
(5.6)
which is easily recognized as logistic regression. The convexity of Eq. (5.6) ensures the
global optimality of the solution. We investigate both linear and nonlinear dipIQ cases
with the cross entropy as loss. In fact, other probability distribution measures can also be
adopted as alternatives. For example, Tsai et al. [146] proposed a fidelity loss measure from
quantum physics. We find in our experiments that the fidelity loss impairs performance,
so we use the cross entropy loss throughout the chapter.
We select RankNet [8] as our first choice of pairwise L2R algorithms for two reasons.
First, it is capable of handling a large number of training samples using stochastic or
mini-batch gradient descent algorithms. By contrast, the training of other pairwise L2R
methods such as RankSVM [57], even with a linear kernel, is painfully slow. Second,
since RankNet [8] embodies classical neural network architectures, we embrace the latest
advances in training deep neural networks [44, 68] and can easily upscale the network by
adding more hidden layers to learn powerful nonlinear quality prediction functions.
5.1.3 Implementation Details
Training Set Construction: We download 840 high-quality and high-resolution natural
images from http://www.ivsky.com/ to represent scenes we see in the real-world. They
can be roughly clustered into seven groups: human, animal, plant, landscape, cityscape,
still-life, and transportation. Sample source images are shown in Fig. 5.3. We preprocess
each source image by down-sampling it using a bicubic kernel so that its maximum height
or width is 768. After that, we add four distortion types (JPEG compression, JPEG2000
compression, white Gaussian noise contamination, and Gaussian blur) with five distortion
levels to each source image, following the procedures described in Chapter 3. As a result,





Human Animal Plant Landscape
Cityscape Still-life Transportation
Figure 5.3: Sample source images in the training set. All images are cropped for better
visibility.
their corresponding distorted images and use them as the validation set. For the rest
14, 700 images, we adopt the proposed DIP generation engine to produce more than 80
million DIPs, which constitute our training data.
Base Feature: We adopt the feature representation in CORNIA [181] as input because
it performs the best among 12 BIQA models and even outperforms three FR-IQA models in
the gMAD competition on the Exploration database, as shown in Chapter 4. In addition,
one of the top performing OU-BIQA models, BLISS [183] also adopts CORNIA features
and trains on synthetic scores. As such, we offer a fair testing bed to compare dipIQ learned
by a pairwise L2R approach (RankNet [8]) with BLISS [183] learned by a regression method
(SVR).
RankNet Instantiation: We investigate both linear and nonlinear dipIQ models,
denoted by dipIQ∗ and dipIQ, respectively. The input dimension to RankNet is 20, 000,
equaling the feature dimension in CORNIA [184]. The loss layer is implemented by the
cross entropy function in Eq. (5.3). For dipIQ∗, the input layer is directly connected to the
output layer without adding hidden layers or going through nonlinear transforms. The use
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of the cross entropy loss ensures the convexity of the optimization problem. For dipIQ, we
add 3 hidden layers, which have a 256 - 128 - 3 structure. All layers are fully connected,
followed by ReLU [105] as the nonlinearity activation. We choose the node number of the
third hidden layer to be 3 so that we can visualize the three-dimensional embedding of
test images. Other choices are somewhat ad hoc, and a more exploration of alternative
architectures could potentially lead to further performance improvements.
The RankNet training procedure generally follows Simonyan and Zisserman [139].
Specifically, the training is carried out by optimizing the cross entropy function using
mini-batch gradient descent with momentum. The weights of the two streams in RankNet
are shared. The batch size is set to 512, and momentum to 0.9. The training is regularized
by weight decay (the `2 penalty multiplier set to 5 × 10−4). The learning rate is fixed to
10−4. Since we have a plenty of DIPs (more than 80 million) for training, each DIP is ex-
posed to the learning algorithm once. The learning stops when the entire set of DIPs have
been swept. The weights that achieve the lowest validation set loss are used for testing.
5.1.4 Experimental Protocols
Databases: Four IQA databases are used to compare dipIQ with state-of-the-art BIQA
measures. They are LIVE [135], CSIQ [69], TID2013 [115], and the Exploration database.
The first three are small databases that are widely adopted to benchmark objective IQA
models. Each test image is associated with an MOS to represent its perceptual quality.
In our experiments, we only consider the distortion types shared by them, namely JP2K,
JPEG, WN, and BLUR. As a result, LIVE [135], CSIQ [69], and TID2013 [115] contain 634,
600, and 500 test images, respectively. The Exploration database has been described in
Chapter 3. Although MOSs are not available, innovative evaluation criteria are employed
to compare BIQA measures on the Exploration database.
Evaluation Criteria: We use five evaluation criteria to compare the performance of
BIQA measures. The first two are included in previous tests carried out by the video quality
experts group (VQEG) [149]. Others are proposed in Chapter 3 to take into account image
databases without MOSs. Details are given as follows.
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• Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient (SRCC) [149] is defined as







where N is the number of images in the database and ∆i is the difference between
the i-th image’s ranks in MOSs and model predictions.
• Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC) [149] is computed as
PLCC =
∑





where qi and q̂i stand for the MOS and the model prediction of the i-th image,
respectively.
• D-test (Chapter 3.2.1).
• L-test (Chapter 3.2.2).
• P-test (Chapter 3.2.3).
SRCC and PLCC are applied to LIVE [135], CSIQ [69] and TID2013 [115], while D-
test, L-test and P-test are applied to the Exploration database. Note that the use of PLCC
requires a nonlinear function q̃ = (β1− β2)/(1 + exp(−(q̂− β3)/|β4|)) + β2 to map the raw
model predictions to the MOS scale1. Following Mittal et al. [99] and Ye et al. [183], in
our experiments we randomly choose 80% reference images along with their corresponding
distorted images to estimate {βi|i = 1, 2, 3, 4} and use the rest 20% images for testing. This
procedure is repeated 1, 000 times and the median SRCC and PLCC values are reported.




exp (β2(q̂−β3)) )+β4q̂+β5 is not used here because it
does not necessarily preserve the monotonicity of the nonlinear mapping [149]. Nevertheless, two nonlinear
mappings give very similar median SRCC and PLCC values.
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Table 5.1: Median SRCC and PLCC results across 1, 000 sessions on LIVE [135]
SRCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
PSNR 0.908 0.894 0.984 0.814 0.883
SSIM [157] 0.961 0.974 0.970 0.952 0.947
QAC [179] 0.876 0.951 0.925 0.911 0.869
NIQE [101] 0.924 0.945 0.972 0.941 0.920
ILNIQE [187] 0.901 0.944 0.979 0.927 0.918
BLISS [183] 0.925 0.956 0.967 0.936 0.945
dipIQ∗ 0.946 0.956 0.976 0.962 0.952
dipIQ 0.956 0.969 0.975 0.940 0.958
PLCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
PSNR 0.912 0.896 0.987 0.812 0.874
SSIM [157] 0.968 0.980 0.972 0.951 0.937
QAC [179] 0.876 0.960 0.895 0.912 0.855
NIQE [101] 0.932 0.956 0.979 0.951 0.912
ILNIQE [187] 0.912 0.966 0.976 0.936 0.913
BLISS [183] 0.933 0.972 0.978 0.948 0.945
dipIQ∗ 0.958 0.953 0.951 0.950 0.948
dipIQ 0.964 0.980 0.983 0.948 0.957
5.1.5 Experimental Results
Comparison with FR and OU-BIQA Models: We compare dipIQ with two well-
known FR-IQA models: PSNR (whose largest value is clipped at 60 dB in order to per-
form a reasonable parameter estimation) and SSIM [157] (whose implementation used in
the chapter involves a down-sampling process [158]) and previous OU-BIQA models, in-
cluding QAC [179], NIQE [101], ILNIQE [187], and BLISS [183]. The implementations of
QAC [179], NIQE [101], and ILNIQE [187] are obtained from the original authors. To the
best of our knowledge, the complete implementation of BLISS [183] is not publicly avail-
able. Therefore, to make a fair comparison we train BLISS [183] on the same 700 reference
images and their distorted versions, which have been used to train dipIQ. The labels are
synthesized using the method in [183]. The training toolbox and parameter settings are
inherited from the original paper [183].
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Table 5.2: Median SRCC and PLCC results across 1, 000 sessions on CSIQ [69]
SRCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
PSNR 0.941 0.901 0.943 0.936 0.928
SSIM [157] 0.962 0.956 0.912 0.965 0.935
QAC [179] 0.884 0.913 0.850 0.839 0.840
NIQE [101] 0.926 0.882 0.836 0.908 0.883
ILNIQE [187] 0.924 0.905 0.867 0.867 0.887
BLISS [183] 0.932 0.927 0.879 0.922 0.920
dipIQ∗ 0.938 0.926 0.887 0.925 0.924
dipIQ 0.944 0.936 0.904 0.932 0.930
PLCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
PSNR 0.954 0.908 0.961 0.937 0.918
SSIM [157] 0.973 0.983 0.908 0.956 0.930
QAC [179] 0.898 0.942 0.865 0.855 0.847
NIQE [101] 0.944 0.946 0.824 0.935 0.900
ILNIQE [187] 0.942 0.956 0.880 0.903 0.914
BLISS [183] 0.954 0.970 0.895 0.947 0.939
dipIQ∗ 0.955 0.971 0.903 0.951 0.946
dipIQ 0.959 0.975 0.927 0.958 0.949
Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 list comparison results between dipIQ and existing OU-BIQA
models in terms of median SRCC and PLCC values on LIVE [135], CSIQ [69], and
TID2013 [115], respectively. Both dipIQ∗ and dipIQ outperform all previous OU-BIQA
models on LIVE [135] and CSIQ [69], and are comparable to ILNIQE [187] on TID2013 [115].
Although both dipIQ∗ and BLISS [183] learn a linear prediction function using CORNI-
A features as inputs [184], we observe consistent performance gains of dipIQ∗ across all
three databases over BLISS [183]. This may be because dipIQ∗ learns from more reliable
data (DIPs) with uncertainty weighting, whereas the training labels (synthetic scores) for
BLISS are noisier, as exemplified in Fig. 5.4. It is not hard to observe that Fig. 5.4(a)
has clearly worse perceptual quality than Fig. 5.4(b), which in turn has approximately the
same quality compared with Fig. 5.4(c). Both two cases are in disagreement with synthetic
scores [183].
To ascertain that the improvement of dipIQ is statistically significant, we carry out a
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Table 5.3: Median SRCC and PLCC results across 1, 000 sessions on TID2013 [115]
SRCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
PSNR 0.898 0.929 0.942 0.965 0.924
SSIM [157] 0.950 0.935 0.896 0.969 0.924
QAC [179] 0.883 0.885 0.668 0.879 0.837
NIQE [101] 0.901 0.873 0.854 0.821 0.812
ILNIQE [187] 0.912 0.873 0.890 0.815 0.881
BLISS [183] 0.906 0.893 0.856 0.872 0.836
dipIQ∗ 0.909 0.903 0.854 0.884 0.857
dipIQ 0.926 0.932 0.905 0.922 0.877
PLCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
PSNR 0.933 0.925 0.963 0.958 0.911
SSIM [157] 0.970 0.968 0.902 0.958 0.927
QAC [179] 0.892 0.929 0.719 0.877 0.829
NIQE [101] 0.912 0.928 0.859 0.848 0.819
ILNIQE [187] 0.929 0.944 0.899 0.816 0.890
BLISS [183] 0.930 0.963 0.863 0.872 0.862
dipIQ∗ 0.937 0.963 0.851 0.892 0.894
dipIQ 0.948 0.973 0.906 0.928 0.894
two sample T-test (with a 95% confidence) between PLCC values obtained by different
models on LIVE [135]. After comparing every possible pair of OU-BIQA models, the
results are summarized in Table 5.4, where a symbol “1” means the row model performs
significantly better than the column model, a symbol “0” means the opposite, and a symbol
“-” indicates that the row and column models are statistically indistinguishable. It can be
observed that dipIQ is statistically better than dipIQ∗, which is better than all previous
OU-BIQA models.
Table 5.5 shows the results on the Exploration database. dipIQ∗ and dipIQ outperform
all previous OU-BIQA models in D-test and P-test, and are competitive in L-test, whose
performance is slightly inferior to NIQE [101] and ILNIQE [187]. By learning from examples
with a variety of image content, dipIQ is able to reduce the number of incorrect preference
predictions in P-test down to around 130, 000 out of more than 1 billion candidate DIPs.
To gain intuition to why the generalizability of dipIQ is excellent even without MOSs
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.4: The noisiness of the synthetic score [183]. (a) Synthetic score = 10. (b)
Synthetic score = 10. (c) Synthetic score = 40. (a) has clearly worse perceptual quality
than (b), which in turn has approximately the same quality compared with (c). Both two
cases are in disagreement with the synthetic score [183]. Images are selected from the
training set.
for training, we visualize the three-dimensional embedding of the LIVE database [135] in
Fig 5.5, using the learned three-dimensional features from the third hidden layer of dipIQ.
We can see that the learned representation is able to cluster test images according to
the distortion type, and meanwhile align them with respect to their perceptual quality
in a meaningful way, where high-quality images are clamped together regardless of image
content.
Comparison with OA-BIQA Models: In the second set of experiments, we train
dipIQ using different feature representations as inputs and compare with OA-BIQA models
using the same feature representations and MOSs for training. BRISQUE [99] and DI-
IVINE [103] are selected as representative features extracted from the spatial and wavelet
domain, respectively. We also compare dipIQ with CORNIA [184], whose features are
adopted as the default input to dipIQ. We re-train BRISQUE [99], DIIVINE [103], and
CORNIA [184] on the LIVE database, whose learning tools and parameter settings follow
their respective papers. We adjust the dimension of the input layer of dipIQ to accom-
modate features of different dimensions and train them on the 700 reference images and
their distorted versions, as described previously. All models are tested on CSIQ [69],
TID2013 [115], and the Exportation database [86]. From Tables 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8, we ob-
serve that dipIQ consistently performs better than the corresponding OA-BIQA model on
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Table 5.4: Statistical significance matrix based on the hypothesis testing. A symbol “1”
means that the performance of the row model is statistically better than that of the column
model, a symbol “0” means that the row model is statistically worse, and a symbol “-”
means that the row and column models are statistically indistinguishable
PLCC PSNR SSIM QAC NIQE ILNIQE BLISS dipIQ∗ dipIQ
PSNR - 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
SSIM [157] 1 - 1 1 1 0 0 0
QAC [179] 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0
NIQE [101] 1 0 1 - - 0 0 0
ILNIQE [187] 1 0 1 - - 0 0 0
BLISS [183] 1 1 1 1 1 - 0 0
dipIQ∗ 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 0
dipIQ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -
CSIQ [69] and the Exploration database, and is comparable on TID2013 [115]. The reason
we do not obtain noticeable performance gains on TID2013 [115] may be that TID2013 [115]
has 18 references images originated from LIVE [135], based on which the OA-BIQA models
have been trained. This creates dependencies between training and testing sets. We may
also draw conclusions about the effectiveness of the feature representations based on their
performance under the same pairwise L2R framework: generally speaking, CORNIA [184]
features > BRISQUE [99] features > DIIVINE [103] features.
We further compare dipIQB and BRISQUE [99] using the gMAD competition method-
ology on the Exploration database. Specifically, we first find a pair of images that have
the maximum and minimum dipIQB values from a subset of images in the Exploration
database, where BRISQUE [99] rates them to have the same quality. We then repeat this
procedure, but with the roles of dipIQB and BRISQUE [99] exchanged. The two image pairs
are shown in Fig. 5.6, from which we conclude that images in the first row exhibit approx-
imately the same perceptual quality (in agreement with dipIQB) and those in the second
row have drastically different perceptual quality (in disagreement with BRISQUE [99]).
This verifies that the robustness of dipIQB is significantly improved over BRISQUE [99]
using the same feature representation and MOSs for training. Similar gMAD competition
results are obtained across all quality levels, and for dipIQD versus DIIVINE [103] and
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Table 5.5: The D-test, L-test, and P-test results on the Exploration database. #IPP:
number of incorrect predictions in P-test
D-test L-test P-test #IPP
PSNR 1.0000 1.0000 0.9995 620,071
SSIM [157] 1.0000 0.9992 0.9991 1,131,457
QAC [179] 0.9226 0.8699 0.9779 28,447,590
NIQE [101] 0.9109 0.9885 0.9937 8,127,941
ILNIQE [187] 0.9084 0.9926 0.9927 9,435,319
BLISS [183] 0.9080 0.9801 0.9996 562,925
dipIQ∗ 0.9209 0.9863 0.9996 465,069
dipIQ 0.9346 0.9846 0.9999 129,668
dipIQ versus CORNIA [184].
In summary, the proposed pairwise L2R approach is proved to learn OU-BIQA models
with improved generalizability and robustness compared with OA-BIQA models using the
same feature representations and MOSs for training.
5.2 Listwise L2R Approach for OU-BIQA
We extend the proposed pairwise L2R approach for OU-BIQA to a listwise L2R one.
Specifically, we first construct three-element DILs by concatenating DIPs. For example,
given two DIPs 〈i, j〉 and 〈j, k〉 with the same level of uncertainty, we create a list 〈i, j, k〉
with the ground truth label pijk = 1, indicating that the quality of the i-th image is better
than the j-th image, whose quality is better than the k-th image. The uncertainty level is
transferred as well. We then employ ListNet [9], a listwise L2R extension of RankNet [8] to
learn OU-BIQA models. The major differences between ListNet and RankNet are twofold.
First, ListNet can have multiple streams with the same weights to accommodate a list of
inputs, where each stream is implemented by a classical neural network architecture similar
to RankNet, as shown in Fig. 5.2. We instantiate a three-stream ListNet to fit three-element
DILs. Second, the loss function of ListNet is defined using the concept of permutation




































Figure 5.5: Three dimensional embedding of the LIVE database [135]. (a) Color encodes
distortion type. (b) Color encodes quality; the warmer, the better. The learned features
from the third hidden layer of dipIQ are able to cluster images according to the distortion




Figure 5.6: The gMAD competition between dipIQB and BRISQUE [99]. (a) best
BRISQUE for fixed dipIQB. (b) worst BRISQUE for fixed dipIQB. (c) best dipIQB
for fixed BRISQUE. (d) worst dipIQB for fixed BRISQUE.
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Table 5.6: Median SRCC and PLCC results across 1, 000 sessions, trained on LIVE [135]
and tested on CSIQ [69]. The superscripts B and D indicate that the input features of
dipIQ are from BRISQUE [99] and DIIVINE [103], respectively
SRCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
BRISQUE [99] 0.894 0.916 0.934 0.915 0.909
dipIQB 0.938 0.938 0.934 0.943 0.926
DIIVINE [103] 0.844 0.819 0.881 0.884 0.835
dipIQD 0.930 0.939 0.904 0.920 0.912
CORNIA [184] 0.916 0.919 0.787 0.928 0.915
dipIQ 0.944 0.936 0.904 0.932 0.930
PLCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
BRISQUE [99] 0.937 0.960 0.947 0.936 0.937
dipIQB 0.956 0.974 0.945 0.959 0.943
DIIVINE [103] 0.898 0.818 0.903 0.909 0.855
dipIQD 0.949 0.973 0.924 0.944 0.942
CORNIA [184] 0.947 0.960 0.777 0.953 0.934
dipIQ 0.959 0.975 0.927 0.958 0.949
of N instances as a bijection from {1, 2, .., N} to itself, where π(j) denotes the instance
at position j in the permutation. The set of all possible permutations of N instances is















which satisfies p̂π(f) > 0 and
∑
π∈Π p̂π(f) = 1 as proved in [9]. The loss function can
then be defined as the cross entropy function between the ground truth and permutation
probabilities
`(f ; {xi}, {pπ}) = −
∑
π∈Π
pπ log(p̂π) . (5.10)
When N = 2, the loss function of ListNet [9] in Eq. (5.10) becomes equivalent to that of
RankNet [8] in Eq. (5.3). In the case of three-element DILs, we have pπ = 1, if π = 〈i, j, k〉
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Table 5.7: Median SRCC and PLCC results across 1, 000 sessions, trained on LIVE [135]
and tested on TID2013 [115]
SRCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
BRISQUE [99] 0.906 0.894 0.889 0.886 0.883
dipIQB 0.927 0.921 0.921 0.917 0.883
DIIVINE [103] 0.857 0.680 0.879 0.859 0.795
dipIQD 0.912 0.889 0.887 0.905 0.872
CORNIA [184] 0.907 0.912 0.798 0.934 0.893
dipIQ 0.926 0.932 0.905 0.922 0.877
PLCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
BRISQUE [99] 0.919 0.950 0.886 0.884 0.901
dipIQB 0.942 0.957 0.923 0.906 0.883
DIIVINE [103] 0.901 0.696 0.882 0.860 0.794
dipIQD 0.945 0.947 0.881 0.896 0.892
CORNIA [184] 0.923 0.960 0.778 0.934 0.904
dipIQ 0.948 0.973 0.906 0.928 0.894
and pπ = 0 otherwise. Therefore, the loss function in Eq. (5.10) can be simplified as














(1− Uijk)`(f ; xi,xj,xk, pijk) , (5.12)
where Uijk is the uncertainty level of the list, transferred from the corresponding DIPs.
The gradients of Eq. (5.12) w.r.t. the parameters w can be easily derived. Note that
ListNet [9] does not add new parameters.
We generate 50 million DILs from the available DIPs as the training data for ListNet [9].
The training procedure is exactly the same as training RankNet [8]. The training stops
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Table 5.8: The D-test, L-test, and P-test results on the Exploration database, trained on
LIVE [135]
D-test L-test P-test #IPP
BRISQUE [99] 0.9204 0.9772 0.9930 9,004,685
dipIQB 0.9265 0.9753 0.9996 503,911
DIIVINE [103] 0.8538 0.8908 0.9540 59,053,011
dipIQD 0.9191 0.9588 0.9983 2,124,199
CORNIA [184] 0.9290 0.9764 0.9947 6,808,400
dipIQ 0.9346 0.9846 0.9999 129,668
Table 5.9: Median SRCC and PLCC results across 1, 000 sessions on LIVE [135] using
ListNet [9]
SRCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL
dipIQ 0.956 0.969 0.975 0.940 0.958
dilIQ 0.956 0.966 0.976 0.953 0.958
PLCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL
dipIQ 0.964 0.980 0.983 0.948 0.957
dilIQ 0.964 0.978 0.985 0.956 0.954
when the entire set of image lists have been swept once. The weights that achieve the
lowest validation set loss are used for testing.
We list the comparison results between the DIL inferred quality (dilIQ) index trained
by ListNet [9] and the baseline dipIQ on LIVE [135], CSIQ [69], TID2013 [115], and the
Exploration database in Tables 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12, respectively. Remarkable perfor-
mance improvements have been achieved on CSIQ and TID2013. This may be because the
ranking position information is made explicit to the learning process. dilIQ is comparable
to dipIQ on LIVE and the Exploration database.
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Table 5.10: Median SRCC and PLCC results across 1, 000 sessions on CSIQ [69] using
ListNet [9]
SRCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL
dipIQ 0.944 0.936 0.904 0.932 0.930
dilIQ 0.930 0.925 0.893 0.939 0.936
PLCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL
dipIQ 0.959 0.975 0.927 0.958 0.949
dilIQ 0.954 0.968 0.920 0.960 0.954
Table 5.11: Median SRCC and PLCC results across 1, 000 sessions on TID2013 [115] using
ListNet [9]
SRCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL
dipIQ 0.926 0.932 0.905 0.922 0.877
dilIQ 0.918 0.849 0.905 0.925 0.891
PLCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL
dipIQ 0.948 0.973 0.906 0.928 0.894
dilIQ 0.948 0.923 0.903 0.929 0.915
5.3 Summary
In this chapter, we propose an OU-BIQA model, namely dipIQ, using RankNet [8]. The
inputs to the dipIQ training model are an enormous number of DIPs, not obtained by
expensive subjective testing but automatically generated with the help of most-trusted
FR-IQA models at low cost. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed dipIQ indices with higher accuracy and improved robustness in content
variations. We also learn an OU-BIQA model, namely dilIQ, using a listwise L2R approach,
which achieves an additional performance gain.
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Table 5.12: The D-test, L-test, and P-test results on the Exploration database using
ListNet [9]
D-test L-test P-test #IPP
dipIQ 0.9346 0.9846 0.9999 129,668




End-to-end Blind Image Quality
Assessment Using Deep Neural
Networks
In this chapter, we leverage the recent advances in deep neural networks (DNN) and propose
a multi-task DNN for BIQA. We first summarize the drawbacks of previous studies in end-
to-end optimization of BIQA. We then present in detail the decomposition of BIQA into
two different but related subtasks and the construction of our multi-task DNN.
6.1 Motivations
As is clear from Chapter 2, early BIQA models are mainly based on hand-crafted fea-
tures [103, 99, 125, 26], which rely heavily on knowledge of the probabilistic structures
of our visual world, the mechanisms of image degradations, and the functionalities of the
HVS [150, 138]. Built upon feature representations, a quality prediction function is learned
using MOSs. Typically, the knowledge-driven feature extraction and data-driven quality
prediction stages are designed separately. With the recent exciting development of DNN
methodologies [68], a fully data-driven end-to-end BIQA solution becomes possible.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 6.1: Images (a)-(d) with different distortion types have similar quality while im-
ages (e)-(h) of the same distortion type have different quality, according to our subjective
testing. (a) Gaussian blurring. (b) Gaussian noise contamination. (c) JPEG compression.
(d) JPEG2000 compression. (e)-(h) JPEG2000 compression with increasing compression
ratios from left to right.
Although DNN has shown great promises in many vision tasks [68, 139, 42], end-to-end
optimization of BIQA is challenging due to the lack of sufficient ground truth samples for
training. Previous DNN-based BIQA methods tackle this challenge in three ways. Methods
of the first kind [4] directly inherit the architectures and weights from pre-trained networks
for general image classification tasks [123] followed by fine-tuning. The performance and
efficiency of such networks depend highly on the generalizability and relevance of the tasks
used for pre-training. The second kind of methods [59, 60, 5] work with image patches
by assigning the MOS of an image to all patches within it. This approach suffers from
three limitations. First, the concept of quality without context (e.g., the quality of a single
32 × 32 patch) is not well defined [150, 156]. Second, local image quality within context
(e.g., the quality of a 32×32 patch within a large image) varies across spatial locations even
when the distortion is homogeneously applied [157]. Third, patches with similar statistical
behaviors (e.g., smooth and blurred regions) may have substantially different quality [87].
Methods of the third kind [62] make use of FR-IQA models for quality annotation. Their
performance is directly affected by that of FR-IQA models, which may be inaccurate across










Figure 6.2: Left: Traditional multi-task learning [60]. Right: Proposed multi-task learning
structure.
We describe a framework for end-to-end BIQA based on multi-task learning. Motivated
by previous works [102, 60], we decompose the BIQA problem into two subtasks. Subtask
I classifies an image into a specific distortion type from a set of pre-defined categories.
Subtask II predicts the perceptual quality of the same image, taking advantage of dis-
tortion information obtained from Subtask I. On the one hand, two subtasks are related
because quality degradation arises from distortion and the quality level is also affected by
the distortion amount. On the other hand, they are different because images with different
distortion types may exhibit similar quality while images with the same distortion may
have drastically different quality, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The subtasks are accomplished by
two sub-networks of linear convolutions and nonlinearities, and with shared features at
early stages. Feature sharing not only greatly reduces the computation, but also enables
the network to pre-train the shared layers via Subtask I, for which large-scale training data
(distortion type) can be automatically generated at low cost. By doing so, we largely reduce
the label noise problem. Unlike traditional multi-task learning, Subtask II of our method
depends on the outputs of Subtask I, forming a casual structure as shown in Fig. 6.2. The
structure makes the distortion information transparent to Subtask II for better quality
prediction. We define a layer that is differential with respect to both convolutional acti-
vations and outputs of Subtask I to guarantee the feasibility of backpropagation. After
pre-training, the entire network is end-to-end optimized using a variant of the stochastic
gradient descent method. In addition, instead of using ReLU [105], we adopt a generalized
divisive normalization (GDN) joint nonlinearity as the activation function that is inspired
biologically, and has proven effective in assessing image quality [73], Gaussianizing im-
age densities [2], and compressing digital images [3]. We empirically show that GDN has
the capability to reduce model parameters/layers and meanwhile maintain similar qual-
ity prediction performance. We evaluate the resulting Multi-task End-to-end Optimized
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deep neural Network (MEON) based image quality index on four publicly available IQA
databases and demonstrate that it achieves state-of-the-art performance compared with
existing BIQA models. Finally, we investigate the generalizability and robustness of ME-
ON using the gMAD competition methodology [90] on the Exploration database [86]. We
observe that MEON significantly outperforms the most recent DNN-based BIQA model [5]
and is highly competitive with MS-SSIM [165], a well-known FR-IQA model.
6.2 MEON for BIQA
Our work is motivated by two previous methods. In BIQI [102], Moorthy and Bovik
proposed a two-step framework for BIQA, where an image is first classified into a particular
distortion category, and then the distortion-specific quality prediction is performed [102].
The two steps of BIQI are optimized separately. Unlike BIQI, we are aiming at an end-
to-end solution, meaning that feature representation, distortion type identification, and
quality prediction are eventually optimized jointly. In [60], Kang et al. simultaneously
estimated image quality and distortion type via a traditional multi-task DNN. However,
simultaneous multi-task training requires ground truths of distortion type and subjective
quality to be both available, which largely limits the total number of valid training samples.
In addition, the quality prediction subtask is ignorant of the output from the distortion
identification subtask. As a result, the performance is less competitive.
In the proposed MEON index, we take a raw image of 256×256×3 as input and predict
its perceptual quality score. How larger images are handled will be explained later. MEON
consists of two subtasks accomplished by two sub-networks. Sub-network I aims to identify
the distortion type in the form of a probability vector, which indicates the likelihood of
each distortion and is fed as partial input to Sub-network II whose goal is to predict the
image quality. Each subtask involves a loss function. Since Sub-network II relies on the
output of Sub-network I, the two loss terms are not independent. We pre-train the shared























































































































































































Figure 6.3: Illustration of MEON configurations for BIQA, highlighting the GDN non-
linearity. We follow the style and convention in [3] and denote the parameterization of
the convolutional layer as “height × width | input channel × output channel | stride |
padding”.
6.2.1 GDN as Activation Function
Since Nair and Hinton revealed the importance of the ReLU nonlinearity in accelerating
the training of DNNs [105], ReLU and its variants [41, 14] have become the dominant
activation functions in DNNs. However, the joint statistics of linear filter responses after
ReLU exhibit strong higher-order dependencies [2, 3]. As a result, ReLU generally re-
quires a substantially large number of model parameters to achieve good performance for
a particular task. These higher-order statistics may be significantly decorrelated through
the use of a joint nonlinear gain control mechanism [129, 85] inspired by models of visual
neurons [43, 10]. Previous studies also showed that incorporating the local gain control
operation in DNNs improves the generalizability in image classification [68] and objec-
t recognition [53], where the parameters are predetermined empirically and fixed during
training. Here, we adopt a GDN transform that has been previously demonstrated to
work well in density estimation [2] and image compression [3]. Specifically, given a V -
dimensional linear convolutional activation x(m,n) = (x1(m,n), · · · , xV (m,n)) at spatial











where y(m,n) = (y1(m,n), · · · , yV (m,n)) is the normalized activation vector at spatial
location (m,n). The weight matrix γ and the bias vector β are parameters in GDN to be
optimized. Both of them must be confined to [0,+∞) so as to ensure the legitimacy of the
square root operation in the denominator and are shared across spatial locations. GDN
is a differentiable transform and can be trained with any preceding or subsequent layers.
Moreover, GDN is proven to be iteratively invertible under mild assumptions [2], which
preserves better information than ReLU.
During training, we need to backpropagate the gradient of the loss ` through the GDN
transform and compute the gradients with respect to its inputs and parameters. According






















































































Some DNNs incorporate the batch normalization (BN) transform [51] that whitens the
responses of linear filters to reduce the internal covariate shift and to rescale them in a
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reasonable operating range. GDN is different from BN in many ways. First, during testing,
the mean and variance parameters are fixed and BN is simply an affine transform applied
to the input. By contrast, GDN offers high nonlinearities especially when it is cascaded
in multiple stages. Second, BN jointly normalizes all the activations across the mini-batch
and over all spatial locations, which makes it an element-wise operation. Although the
parameters in GDN are shared across the space similar to BN, the normalization of one
activation at one location involves all activations across the channel, making it spatially
adaptive.
6.2.2 Network Architecture





, where X(k) is
the k-th raw input image, p(k) is a multi-class indicator vector with only one entry activated
to encode the ground truth distortion type, and q(k) is the MOS of the k-th input image.
As depicted in Fig. 6.3, we first feed X(k) to the shared layers, which are responsible for
transforming raw image pixels into perceptually meaningful and distortion relevant feature
representations. It consists of four stages of convolution, GDN, and maxpooling, whose
model parameters are collectively denoted by W. The parameterizations of convolution,
maxpooling, and connectivity from layer to layer are detailed in Fig. 6.3. We reduce the
spatial size by a factor of 4 after each stage via convolution with a stride of 2 or without
padding, and 2 × 2 maxpooling. As a result, we represent a 256 × 256 × 3 raw image by
a 64-dimensional feature vector. On top of the shared layers, Sub-network I appends two
fully connected layers with an intermediate GDN transform to increase nonlinearity, whose




















where p̂(k) = (p̂
(k)
1 , · · · , p̂
(k)
C ) is a C-dimensional probability vector of the k-th input in
a mini-batch, which indicates the probability of each distortion type. We take pristine
images into account and use one entry to represent the “pristine” category. p̂(k) is the
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quantity fed to sub-network II and creates the causal structure. For Subtask I, we consider
the batch-level cross entropy loss










(k); W,w1) . (6.9)
Since we feed pristine images into Sub-network I by adding the “pristine” category, our
training set is mildly unbalanced. Specifically, the number of images suffering from a
particular distortion is K times as many as pristine images, where K is the number of
distortion levels. It is straightforward to offset such class imbalance by adding weights in
Eq. (6.9) according to the proportion of each distortion type. In our experiments, instead of
over-weighting pristine images in the loss function, we over-sample them K times during
training. By doing so, we expose our network to pristine images more often, which is
beneficial for learning strong discriminative features to handle mild distortion cases.
Sub-network II takes the shared convolutional features and the estimated probability
vector p̂(k) from Sub-network I as inputs. It predicts the perceptual quality of X(k) in
the form of a scalar value ranging between [0, 100], where a lower score indicates worse
perceptual quality. As in Sub-network I, to increase nonlinearity, we append two fully con-
nected layers with an intermediate GDN layer, whose parameters are collectively denoted
by w2. We double the node number of the first fully connected layer compared with that of
Sub-network I, because predicting image quality is expected to be more difficult than iden-
tifying the distortion type. After the second fully connected layer, the network produces a
score vector s(k), whose i-th entry represents the perceptual quality score corresponding to
the i-th distortion type. We define a layer that combines p̂(k) and s(k) to yield an overall
quality score
q̂(k) = g(p̂(k), s(k)) . (6.10)
We continue by completing the definition of g(·). First, in order to achieve theoretically









j ) should be interchangeable in g to reflect the equal treatment
of each distortion type under no privileged information. Third, g needs to be intuitively




i is larger; q̂
(k) should
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be monotonically non-decreasing with respect to each entry of s(k). Here, we adopt a
probability-weighted summation [102] as a simple implementation of g








which is easily seen to obey all the properties listed above. For subtask II, we use the
`1-norm as the batch-level loss function
`2({X(k)}; W,w2) = ‖q− q̂‖1 =
K∑
k=1
|q(k) − q̂(k)| . (6.12)
We have also tried the `2-norm as the loss and observed similar performance. This is
different from patch-based DNN methods [5] which show a clear preference to the `1-norm
due to a high degree of label noise in the training data.
We now define the overall loss function of MEON as
`({X(k)}; W,w1,w2) = `1 + λ`2 , (6.13)
where λ is the balance weight to account for the scale difference between the two terms or
to impose relative emphasis on one over the other.
We finish this subsection by highlighting the causal structure of MEON. In addition to
the special treatment through Eq. (6.10) and Eq. (6.11), the gradient of ` with respect to
p̂
(k)





























depends on the gradient backpropagated from Sub-network II.
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6.2.3 Training and Testing
The success of DNN is largely owing to the availability of large-scale labeled training
data. However, in BIQA, it is difficult to source accurate MOSs at a large scale because
subject-rated images available in existing IQA databases are limited in size for training.
Fortunately, our special design of MEON allows us to divide the training into two steps:
pre-training and joint optimization. At the pre-training step, we minimize the loss function
in Subtask I
(Ŵ, ŵ1) = argmin `1({X(k)}; W,w1) . (6.16)
The training set used for pre-training can be efficiently generated without subjective test-
ing. Details will be discussed in Chapter 6.3.1. At the joint optimization step, we initialize
(W,w1) with (Ŵ, ŵ1) and minimize the overall loss function
(W?,w?1,w
?
2) = argmin `({X(k)}; W,w1,w2) . (6.17)
During testing, given an image, we extract 256 × 256 × 3 sub-images with a stride of
J . The final distortion type is computed by majority vote among all predicted distortion
types of the extracted sub-images. Similarly, the final quality score is obtained by simply
averaging all predicted scores.
6.3 Experiments
In this section, we first describe the experimental setups including implementation details
of MEON, IQA databases, and evaluation criteria. We then compare MEON with classic
and state-of-the-art BIQA models. Finally, we conduct a series of ablation experiments to
identify the contributions of the core factors in MEON.
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6.3.1 Experimental Setup
Implementation Details: Both pre-training and joint optimization steps adopt the
Adam optimization algorithm [63] with a mini-batch of 40. For pre-training, we start
with the learning rate α = 10−2 and subsequently lower it by a factor of 10 when the loss
plateaus, until α = 10−4. For joint optimization, α is fixed to 10−4. Other parameters in
Adam are set by default [63]. The learning rates for biases are doubled. The parameters
β and γ in GDN are projected to nonnegative values after each update. Additionally, we
enforce γ to be symmetric by averaging it with its transpose as recommended in [3]. The
balance weight in Eq. (6.13) is set to account for the scale difference between the two terms
(0.2 for LIVE [135] and 1 for TID2013 [115]). During testing, the stride J is set to 128.
We augment the training data by randomly horizontal flipping and changing their contrast
and saturation within the range that is indiscernible to human eyes. Since quality changes
with scales which correspond to different viewing distances, we do not augment training
data across scales.
Similar in Chapter 5, we select 840 high-resolution natural images with nearly pristine
quality as the basis to construct the dataset for pre-training. Some representative images
are shown in Fig. 6.4. We down-sample each image to further reduce possible compression
artifacts, keeping a maximum height or width of 768. All C−1 distortion types (excluding
the “pristine” category) are applied to those images, each with 5 distortion levels. As
previously described, we over-sample pristine images to balance the class labels during
pre-training. As a result, our dataset contains a total of C × 840× 5 images with ground
truth labels automatically generated.
IQA Databases: We compare MEON with classic and state-of-the-art BIQA models
on four standard IQA databases. They are LIVE [135], CSIQ [69], TID2013 [115], and
the Exploration database [86]. In the first set of experiments, we consider four distortion
types that are common in the four databases: JP2K, JPEG, WN, and BLUR. This leaves
us 634, 600, 500, and 94880 test images in LIVE [135], CSIQ [69], TID2013 [115], and the
Exploration database, respectively. In the second set of experiments, we investigate the
effectiveness of MEON on handling more distortion types (24 to be specific) by considering
all 3, 000 test images in TID2013 [115].
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Human Animal Plant Landscape
Cityscape Still-life Transportation
Figure 6.4: Sample source images used for pre-training. All images are cropped for better
visibility.
Evaluation Criteria: Five evaluation criteria are adopted as follows and their de-
tailed descriptions are given in Chapters 3 and 5.
• SRCC (Eq. (5.7)).
• PLCC (Eq. (5.8)).
• D-test (Chapter 3.2.1).
• L-test (Chapter 3.2.2).
• P-test (Chapter 3.2.3).
We apply SRCC and PLCC to LIVE [135], CSIQ [69], and TID2013 [115]. The other three
tests are used in the Exploration database [86].
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6.3.2 Experimental Results
Results on Four Distortions: We compare MEON with classic and state-of-the-art
BIQA models on four common distortion types in LIVE [135], CSIQ [69], TID2013 [115],
and the Exploration database [86]. The competing algorithms are chosen to cover a diver-
sity of design philosophies, including three classic ones: DIIVINE [103], BRISQUE [99] and
CORNIA [184], and five state-of-the-art ones: ILNIQE [187], BLISS [183], HOSA [174],
dipIQ [88] and deepIQA [5]. In order to make a fair comparison, all models are re-
trained/validated on the full LIVE database and tested on CSIQ, TID2013, and the Explo-
ration database. As for MEON, we randomly select 23 reference and their corresponding
distorted images in LIVE for training and leave the rest 6 reference and their distorted
images for validation. The model parameters with the lowest validation loss are chosen.
When testing, we follow the common practice of Mittal et al. [99] and Ye et al. [183] and
randomly choose 80% reference images along with their corresponding distorted images to







) + β2 , (6.18)
which is used to map model predictions to the MOS scale. The rest 20% images are left
out for testing. This procedure is repeated 1, 000 times and the median SRCC and PLCC
values are reported.
Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 show the results on CSIQ [69], TID2013 [115], and the Explo-
ration database [86], respectively, from which the key observations are as follows. First,
MEON achieves state-of-the-art performance on all three databases. Although there is
slight performance bias towards JPEG and WN, MEON aligns all distortions pretty well
across the perceptual space. Second, MEON significantly outperforms DIIVINE [103], an
improved version of BIQI [102] with more advanced NSS. The performance improvement is
largely due to the joint end-to-end optimization for feature and multi-task learning. Third,
MEON performs the best in D-test on the Exploration database, which is no surprise be-
cause we are optimizing a more fine-grained version of D-test through Subtask I. More
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Table 6.1: Median SRCC and PLCC results across 1, 000 sessions on CSIQ [69]
SRCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
DIIVINE [103] 0.844 0.819 0.881 0.884 0.835
BRISQUE [99] 0.894 0.916 0.934 0.915 0.909
CORNIA [184] 0.916 0.919 0.787 0.928 0.914
ILNIQE [187] 0.924 0.905 0.867 0.867 0.887
BLISS [183] 0.932 0.927 0.879 0.922 0.920
HOSA [174] 0.920 0.918 0.895 0.915 0.918
dipIQ [88] 0.944 0.936 0.904 0.932 0.930
deepIQA [5] 0.907 0.929 0.933 0.890 0.871
MEON 0.898 0.948 0.951 0.918 0.932
PLCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
DIIVINE [103] 0.898 0.818 0.903 0.909 0.855
BRISQUE [99] 0.937 0.960 0.947 0.936 0.937
CORNIA [184] 0.947 0.960 0.777 0.953 0.934
ILNIQE [187] 0.942 0.956 0.880 0.903 0.914
BLISS [183] 0.954 0.970 0.895 0.947 0.939
HOSA [174] 0.946 0.958 0.912 0.940 0.942
dipIQ [88] 0.959 0.975 0.927 0.958 0.949
deepIQA [5] 0.931 0.951 0.933 0.906 0.891
MEON 0.925 0.979 0.958 0.946 0.944
specifically, the network learns not only to classify the image into pristine and distorted
classes but also to identify the specific distortion type whenever distorted. Fourth, we
observe stronger generalizability of MEON on the Exploration database compared with
another DNN-based method, deepIQA [5]. We believe the performance improvement aris-
es because 1) the proposed novel learning framework has the quality prediction subtask
regularized by the distortion identification subtask; 2) images instead of patches are used
as inputs to reduce the label noise; 3) the pre-training step enables the network to start
from a more task-relevant initialization, resulting in a better local optimum.
As a by-product, MEON outputs the distortion information of a test image, whose
accuracy on CSIQ [69], TID2013 [115], and the Exploration database [86] is shown in Ta-
ble 6.4. Empirical justifications for the correlation of the two subtasks can be easily seen,
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Table 6.2: Median SRCC and PLCC results across 1, 000 sessions on TID2013 [115]
SRCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
DIIVINE [103] 0.857 0.680 0.879 0.859 0.795
BRISQUE [99] 0.906 0.894 0.889 0.886 0.883
CORNIA [184] 0.907 0.912 0.798 0.934 0.893
ILNIQE [187] 0.912 0.873 0.890 0.815 0.881
BLISS [183] 0.906 0.893 0.856 0.872 0.836
HOSA [174] 0.933 0.917 0.843 0.921 0.904
dipIQ [88] 0.926 0.932 0.905 0.922 0.877
deepIQA [5] 0.948 0.921 0.938 0.910 0.885
MEON 0.911 0.919 0.908 0.891 0.912
PLCC JP2K JPEG WN BLUR ALL4
DIIVINE [103] 0.901 0.696 0.882 0.860 0.794
BRISQUE [99] 0.919 0.950 0.886 0.884 0.900
CORNIA [184] 0.928 0.960 0.778 0.934 0.904
ILNIQE [187] 0.929 0.944 0.899 0.816 0.890
BLISS [183] 0.930 0.963 0.863 0.872 0.862
HOSA [174] 0.952 0.949 0.842 0.921 0.918
dipIQ [88] 0.948 0.973 0.906 0.928 0.894
deepIQA [5] 0.963 0.960 0.943 0.897 0.913
MEON 0.924 0.969 0.911 0.899 0.912
where a lower classification error of a particular distortion generally leads to better quality
prediction performance on that distortion and vice versa (e.g., WN and BLUR). Since
the statistical behaviors of WN have obvious distinctions with the other three distortions,
MEON predicts WN nearly perfectly. On the other hand, it confounds JP2K with BLUR
sometimes because JP2K often introduces significant blur at low bitrates. When the dis-
tortion level is mild, MEON occasionally labels distorted images as pristine, which is not
surprising because the HVS is also easily fooled by such cases. Finally, there is still much
room for improvement to correctly classify pristine images. We conjecture that adding
more training data in the pre-training step may help improve the results.
Moreover, we let MEON play the gMAD competition game [90] with deepIQA [5]. We
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Figure 6.5: The gMAD competition results between MEON and deepIQA [5]. (a) Fixed
MEON at the low-quality level. (b) Fixed MEON at the high-quality level. (c) Fixed













(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.6: The gMAD competition results between MEON and MS-SSIM [165]. (a) Fixed
MEON at the low-quality level. (b) Fixed MEON at the high-quality level. (c) Fixed
MS-SSIM at the low-quality level. (d) Fixed MS-SSIM at the high-quality level.
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Table 6.3: The D-test, L-test, and P-test results on the Exploration database
D-test L-test P-test
DIIVINE [103] 0.8538 0.8908 0.9540
BRISQUE [99] 0.9204 0.9772 0.9930
CORNIA [184] 0.9290 0.9764 0.9947
ILNIQE [187] 0.9084 0.9926 0.9927
BLISS [183] 0.9080 0.9801 0.9996
HOSA [174] 0.9175 0.9647 0.9983
dipIQ [88] 0.9346 0.9846 0.9999
deepIQA [5] 0.9074 0.9467 0.9628
MEON 0.9384 0.9669 0.9984
searched for the maximum quality difference in terms of MEON, while keeping deepIQA [5]
predictions at the same quality level. The procedure is then repeated with the roles of the
two models exchanged. Four such image pairs are shown in Fig. 6.5 (a)-(d), where MEON
considers pairs (a) and (b) of the same quality at low- and high-quality levels respectively,
which is in close agreement with our visual observations. By contrast, deepIQA incorrectly
predicts the top images of (a) and (b) to have much better quality than that of the bottom
images. Similar conclusions can be drawn by examining pairs (c) and (d), where the roles
of the two models are reversed. The results of gMAD provide strong evidence that the
generalizability of MEON is significantly improved over deepIQA [5]. We further com-
pare MEON through gMAD with MS-SSIM [165]. Fig. 6.6 (a)-(d) show the results, from
which we observe that MEON is highly competitive with MS-SSIM [165] in the sense that
both methods are able to fail each other by successfully finding strong counterexamples.
Specifically, MS-SSIM [165] tends to over-penalize WN but under-penalize BLUR. MEON
is able to reveal such weaknesses of MS-SSIM, which can be easily discerned in the bottom
images of Fig. 6.6 (c) and (d). On the other hand, MS-SSIM takes advantage of the fact
that MEON does not handle BLUR and JP2K well enough and finds counterexamples from
those distortions.
Results on More Distortion Types: We investigate the scalability of our multi-
task learning framework to handle more distortion types by training and testing on the full
TID2013 database [115]. For pre-training, we make our best effort to reproduce 15 out of
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Table 6.4: The confusion matrices produced by MEON on CSIQ [69], TID2013 [115],
the Exploration database. The column and the raw contain ground truth and predicted
distortion types, respectively
Accuracy JP2K JPEG WN BLUR Pristine
CSIQ
JP2K 0.847 0.007 0.000 0.093 0.053
JPEG 0.040 0.820 0.000 0.027 0.113
WN 0.000 0.000 0.947 0.013 0.040
BLUR 0.067 0.006 0.000 0.827 0.100
Pristine 0.067 0.000 0.100 0.166 0.667
TID2013
JP2K 0.944 0.016 0.000 0.040 0.000
JPEG 0.032 0.968 0.000 0.000 0.000
WN 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000
BLUR 0.088 0.008 0.000 0.848 0.056
Pristine 0.160 0.000 0.040 0.000 0.800
Exploration
JP2K 0.985 0.000 0.000 0.015 0.000
JPEG 0.006 0.994 0.000 0.000 0.000
WN 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000
BLUR 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.997 0.000
Pristine 0.213 0.050 0.067 0.234 0.436
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Table 6.5: Median SRCC results across 10 sessions on the full TID2013 database with 24
distortion types. The distortion index is the same as in the original paper [115]
SRCC #01 #02 #03 #04 #05 #06 #07 #08 #09
DIIVINE [103] 0.756 0.464 0.869 0.374 0.794 0.704 0.650 0.900 0.814
BRISQUE [99] 0.674 0.550 0.804 0.222 0.824 0.749 0.677 0.855 0.492
CORNIA [184] 0.496 0.130 0.655 0.373 0.715 0.647 0.632 0.844 0.688
ILNIQE [187] 0.924 0.847 0.947 0.786 0.908 0.847 0.933 0.869 0.846
HOSA [174] 0.833 0.575 0.808 0.432 0.906 0.817 0.783 0.903 0.873
deepIQA [5] — — — — — — — — —
MEON 0.813 0.722 0.926 0.728 0.911 0.901 0.888 0.887 0.797
SRCC #10 #11 #12 #13 #14 #15 #16 #17 #18
DIIVINE [103] 0.795 0.804 0.514 0.892 0.215 0.389 0.124 0.189 0.280
BRISQUE [99] 0.751 0.696 0.285 0.719 0.158 0.362 0.253 0.102 0.200
CORNIA [184] 0.758 0.866 0.587 0.603 0.282 -0.025 0.194 0.145 -0.006
ILNIQE [187] 0.901 0.930 0.400 0.708 -0.173 0.000 0.328 0.080 0.103
HOSA [174] 0.903 0.920 0.712 0.743 0.143 0.330 0.279 0.307 0.414
deepIQA [5] — — — — — — — — —
MEON 0.850 0.891 0.746 0.716 0.116 0.500 0.177 0.252 0.684
SRCC #19 #20 #21 #22 #23 #24 ALL
DIIVINE [103] 0.691 0.340 0.690 0.769 0.700 0.795 0.632
BRISQUE [99] 0.587 0.211 0.546 0.842 0.770 0.764 0.572
CORNIA [184] 0.461 0.560 0.648 0.646 0.672 0.867 0.611
ILNIQE [187] 0.773 0.507 0.911 0.822 0.801 0.878 0.534
HOSA [174] 0.711 0.537 0.756 0.840 0.821 0.903 0.707
deepIQA [5] — — — — — — 0.761
MEON 0.849 0.406 0.772 0.857 0.779 0.855 0.808
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the 24 distortions in TID2013 and apply them to the 840 high-quality images. As a result,
only parameters of the shared layers W are provided with meaningful initializations. Since
BLISS [183] and dipIQ [88] cannot be trained without all distorted images originated from
the 840 high-quality ones, we exclude them from the comparison. For joint optimization, we
follow Bosse et al. [5] and use 15, 5, and 5 reference and their corresponding distorted images
for training, validation, and testing, respectively. Median SRCC results are reported based
on 10 random splits in Table 6.5. All other competing BIQA models except deepIQA [5]
are re-trained, validated, and tested in exactly the same way. Since the training codes of
deepIQA are not available, we copy the results from the original paper for reference (note
that the random seeds for the 10 data splits may be different).
From Table 6.5, we observe that MEON outperforms previous BIQA models by a clear
margin, aligning 24 distortions in the perceptual space remarkably well. By contrast, al-
though ILNIQE [187] does an excellent job in predicting image quality under the same
distortion type, which is also reflected in its superior performance in L-test on the Ex-
ploration database, it fails to align distortion types correctly. Moreover, all competing
BIQA models including MEON do not perform well on mean shift (#16) and contrast
change (#17) cases. This is not surprising for methods that adopt spatial normalization
as preprocessing, such as BRISQUE [99], CORNIA [184], ILNIQE [187], and HOSA [174]
because the mean and contrast information has been removed at the very beginning. More-
over, mean shift and contrast change may not be considered as distortions at all because
modest mean shift may not affect perceptual quality and contrast change (e.g., contrast
enhancement) often improves image quality.
Ablation Experiments: We conduct a series of ablation experiments to single out the
core contributors of MEON. We first train Sub-network II with random initializations as
a simple single-task baseline. We also experiment with the traditional multi-task learning
framework by directly producing an overall quality score. From Table 6.6, we observe
that without pre-training, MEON achieves the best performance. Moreover, pre-training
brings the prediction accuracy to the next stage. We conclude that the proposed multi-task
learning framework and the pre-training mechanism are keys to the success of MEON.
Next, we analyze the impact of the GDN transform on model complexity and quality
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Traditional multi-task 0.885 0.871
MEON w/o pre-training 0.894 0.880
MEON with pre-training 0.932 0.912
Table 6.7: SRCC performance comparison of configurations with different activation func-
tions and model complexities
CSIQ TID2013
ReLU + single layer 0.922 0.891
ReLU + double layers 0.924 0.900
ReLU + double layers + BN 0.930 0.918
MEON (GDN + single layer) 0.932 0.912
prediction performance. We start from a baseline by replacing all GDN layers with ReLU.
We then double all convolutional and fully connected layers in both Sub-networks I and
II with ReLU nonlinearity to see whether a deeper network improves the performance.
Last, we introduce the BN transform right before each ReLU layer. The results are listed
in Table 6.7, from which we see that simply replacing GDN with ReLU leads to inferior
performance. The network with a deeper architecture slightly improves the performance.
When combined with BN, it achieves competitive performance compared with the proposed
method. This suggests that GDN may be an effective way to reduce model complexity
without sacrificing the performance. Specifically in our experiments, GDN is able to half
the layers and parameters of the network while achieving similar performance using ReLU.
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6.4 Summary
We propose a novel multi-task learning framework for BIQA, namely MEON, by decom-
posing the BIQA task into two subtasks with dependent loss functions. We end-to-end
optimize MEON for both distortion identification and quality prediction. The resulting
MEON index demonstrates state-of-the-art performance, which we believe arises from pre-
training for better initializations, multi-task learning for mutual regularization, and GDN
for biologically inspired feature representations. In addition, we show the scalability of ME-
ON to handle more distortion types and its strong competitiveness against state-of-the-art
BIQA approaches in gMAD competitions.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we attempt to investigate new evaluation and design methodologies for
BIQA. We first aim at addressing the IQA model comparison problem to overcome the
conflict between the enormous size of image space and the limited resource for subjective
testing. To this end, we build the Waterloo Exploration Database and introduce three test
criteria (D-test, L-test, and P-test) that are independent of subjective testing. Moreover,
we propose a general methodology, namely the gMAD competition, to compare multiple
computational models for perceptually discriminable quantities and apply it to IQA model
comparison.
The second part of this thesis focuses on BIQA model learning. We first learn robust
BIQA models using mature L2R algorithms from millions of DIPs, which can be auto-
matically generated at very low cost. We then exploit the fact that the distortion type
information of images is readily available and propose a multi-task DNN for BIQA by
decomposing it into two subtasks. Highly competitive performance against the state-of-
the-art is achieved by the novel approaches proposed in this thesis, including the dipIQ,
dilIQ, and MEON algorithms.
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7.2 Future Work
The current work can be extended in many ways, some of which are listed as follows.
Waterloo Exploration Database Release II: Although the current Waterloo Ex-
ploration Database is the largest in the IQA field, it is still small relative to the image
space for IQA predictions. Therefore, it is necessary to be extended to a larger one, based
on which D-test, L-test, and P-test are more powerful to distinguish between BIQA mod-
els. The construction of the Waterloo Exploration Database does not involve subjective
testing; the only human intervention is to screen high-quality images from the Internet.
Therefore, it is readily extended by adding more pristine images, more distortion types
and/or more distortion levels.
Extending the gMAD Competition: Although we have applied gMAD to three
different perceptual quantities—image quality, image aesthetics, and video QoE—there
are a much wider variety of scenarios that gMAD can come into play. To give a few
examples, these include comparisons of image/video emotion predictors in the field of cog-
nitive vision [58], the relative attributes (sportiness and furriness) estimators in the field
of semantic image search [66], machine translation quality estimators in the field of com-
putational linguistics [36], and thermal comfort models in the field of thermal environment
of buildings [107].
The current gMAD requires computational models to produce continuous-valued re-
sponses. How to adapt gMAD to account for discrete-valued models has great potentials
to impact other computer vision and machine learning applications. For example, instead
of building a larger database than ImageNet [123], it is of great interest to see how the
current image classification algorithms behave in a discrete version of gMAD setting with
a low and manageable subjective testing cost. On the other hand, the current gMAD
requires computational models to be scalar-valued, manifesting themselves in predicting
a perceptual quantity. It is interesting to extend gMAD to include vector-valued models.
A direct application is to compare the robustness of different feature representations in a
computational vision task.
Extending L2R Approaches for BIQA: The current L2R approaches for BIQA
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open the door to a new class of OU-BIQA models and many exciting directions are worth
exploring. First, novel image pair and list generation engines may be developed to account
for situations that reference images are not available (or do not ever exist). Second, in prac-
tice, a pair of images may be regarded as having indiscriminable quality. Such knowledge
could be obtained either from subjective testing (e.g., paired comparison between images)
or from the image source (e.g., two pristine images acquired from the same source), and is
informative in constraining the behavior of an objective quality model. The current learn-
ing framework needs to be improved in order to learn from such quality-indiscriminable
image pairs. Third, given the powerful DIP generation engine developed in the current
work and the remarkable success of recent DNNs, it may become feasible to develop end-
to-end BIQA models using the proposed L2R schemes, aiming for even stronger robustness
and generalizability.
Distortion-Unaware BIQA: Another design philosophy of BIQA that is worth ex-
ploring is the statistical modeling of natural undistorted images. Quality predictions of
a distorted image with an unknown distortion type can be performed by quantifying its
departure from the statistical regularities. By doing so, we make BIQA models distortion-
unaware and can apply them to evaluation distorted images of any possible distortion type,
as opposed to existing BIQA models that need to be trained on specific distortions and
cannot be generalized to unseen distortion types.
Blind Video Quality Assessment (BVQA): Although considerable progress has
been made in BIQA, the progress on developing BVQA models has been relatively slow
due to the complexities of video spatial/temporal features and perceptual spatiotemporal
characteristics. It would be interesting to extend the current BIQA frameworks to BVQA
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Extended Applications of gMAD
The application scope of gMAD is far beyond IQA model comparison. As a general method-
ology, it can be used to compare any group of computational models that predict certain
continuous quantities discriminable through human perception or other means. In this
appendix, we demonstrate the gMAD competition methodology with two more examples:
image aesthetics and video quality of experience (QoE).
A.1 Comparison of Image Aesthetics Models
As a highly subjective and abstract attribute, image aesthetics refers to the experience of
beauty for subjects when viewing a photo [58]. It is generally accepted that image aesthetics
is determined by a combination of low-level features such as composition, lighting, color
arrangement and camera settings, and high-level semantics such as simplicity, realism,
content type and topic emphasis [61, 143]. A successful objective image aesthetics model
can be applied to many other fields such as image editing, image retrieval, and personal
photo management.
Automatic assessment of image aesthetics is no easy task. Most existing image aesthet-
ics models only make a binary decision on whether an image is a high-quality professional
photo or a low-quality snapshot [19, 84, 82, 91]. Consequently, those models can only be
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Figure A.1: Sample images from ImageNet [123] used for the gMAD competition of image
aesthetics models. (a)-(h) Images with increasing degrees of perceived aesthetics according
to our subjective testing. Images are cropped for better visibility.
tested on subject-rated image aesthetics databases with binary annotations [143, 37]. For
databases that provide continuous-valued ground truths [104, 80], binarization is a must to
take into account those binary classification-based models. In fact, the perceived aesthetics
of real-world images is much richer than just two levels, making continuous-valued models
more desirable in practice.
Here we aim to apply gMAD to compare continuous-valued aesthetics models. We
first randomly select more than 170, 000 images from ImageNet [123] as the test database,
whose content and aesthetics levels are very diverse. Images with small sizes have been
manually removed. Sample images are shown in Fig. A.1. We select four image aesthetics
models, which are GIST+SVR, aesthetics-aware features [96] with SVR (AAF+SVR),
Jin16 [56], and Kong16 [64]. We implement our own version of GIST+SVR and AAF+SVR
algorithms, and the codes of the other two models are obtained from the original authors.
Specifically, for GIST [109], we work with 5 scales, 4 orientations and 16 blocks, and
process RGB channels separately, resulting in a total of 5 × 4 × 16 × 3 = 960 features
per image. Linear SVR [140] is adopted with hyperparameters optimized for the best
prediction. For AAF, we choose the 1, 323-dimensional features proposed by Mavridaki
and Mezaris [96], who implement a set of generally accepted photographic rules such as
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Table A.1: Global ranking results of image aesthetics models in the gMAD competition
Aesthetics model Aggressiveness Resistance
GIST+SVR [109] −0.577 −0.097
AAF+SVR [96] −0.189 −0.064
Kong16 [64] 0.145 −0.098
Jin16 [56] 0.621 0.260
simplicity, colorfulness, sharpness, image pattern, and composition. Linear SVR with
the same hyperparameter optimization strategy is adopted. Jin16 [56] is a DNN-based
algorithm that inherits the VGG16 [139] architecture and fine-tunes the weights for image
aesthetics assessment using a weighted MSE loss. Kong16 [64] is another DNN-based
model that fine-tunes the weights from AlexNet [68] using a weighted sum of a regression
loss, a pairwise ranking loss, and an attribute loss. We train and validate GIST+SVR
and AFF+SVR on AVA [104]. The weights of Jin16 [56] and Kong16 [64] fine-tuned
from AVA [104] and AADB [64], respectively, are used for testing. Finally, we use the
Waterloo IAA Database [80] to map all model predictions into the same perceptual space
for comparison.
We choose 3 aesthetics levels and generate 4 × 3 × 3 = 36 extremal image pairs. The
subjective testing procedure is very similar as described in Chapter 4 and we only highlight
the differences here. 30 subjects (18 males and 12 females) participate in the experiment.
Each subject takes about 10 minutes to finish rating all the pairs. After running the
outlier detection and subject rejection algorithm, all subjects are valid and 2.1% of the
total ratings are identified as outliers and removed.
We list the global ranking results of the four image aesthetics models in terms of
aggressiveness and resistance in Table A.1. It can be observed that Jin16 [56], a DNN-
based model, exhibits the strongest aggressiveness and resistance. To take a closer look,
we show two extremal image pairs, where Jin16 competes with Kong16 [64], another DNN-
based algorithm, at the high (the third) aesthetics level in Fig. A.2. It is clear that Jin16
successfully falsifies Kong16 by finding the image pair at the first row, where the image




Figure A.2: gMAD competition between Jin16 [56] and Kong16 [64] at the high (the third)
aesthetics level. (a) Best Jin16 for fixed Kong16. (b) Worst Jin16 for fixed Kong16. (c)
Best Kong16 for fixed Jin16. (d) Worst Kong16 for fixed Jin16. Images are cropped for
better visibility.
attack by Kong16 as evidenced by approximately the same aesthetics of the image pair
at the second row according to our subjective testing. We conjecture that the superiority
of Jin16 over Kong16 arises because 1) the backbone of Jin16—VGG16 [139]—is easier to
generalize to novel tasks than AlexNet [68] used in Kong16; 2) the weighted loss that offsets
the aesthetics level imbalance in Jin16 has more potentials to improve the performance
than adding the pairwise ranking and attribute losses in Kong16. Moreover, it is not
surprising that the general purpose feature representation GIST [109] for holistic scene
modeling is defeated by AAF [96] under the same training configuration. After all, AAFs
are motivated by years of practices for professional photography and are more relevant to
image aesthetics. Finally, the hand-crafted AAFs are slightly better in terms of resistance
than the end-to-end optimized Kong16 [64], which calls for larger training data, novel DNN
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architectures, and advanced optimization techniques to learn more robust image aesthetics
models.
A.2 Comparison of Video QoE Models
Video streaming services have gained increasing popularity due to the fast deployment of
network infrastructures and the booms of smart mobile devices. Being able to predict the
QoE of end users is of great importance because it plays a dominant role in the user choices
of different video streaming services according to a recent survey [12]. Three major factors
affect the QoE for HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) [23, 21]. The first is the presentation
quality of video segments encoded in different bitrates, spatial resolutions, and frame-
rates. The second is the stalling events due to bad network conditions, characterized by
their frequencies and time durations. The third is the switchings of video segments of
different bitrates, spatial resolutions, and frame-rates from one time segment to another,
adapting to varying network conditions. Developing objective QoE models that jointly
consider these three factors and their interactions is a sophisticated and challenging task.
In recent years, many QoE models have been developed [130, 112, 22], trying to account
for some of these factors or for some specific applications. However, most models have
not been tested on or calibrated against subjective data with sufficient variations of video
content and distortions. Note that the largest subject-rated streaming video database only
contains hundreds of videos.
We build a large video streaming database as the playground for the gMAD competition
of QoE models. Specifically, we first download 50 high-quality videos of size 4K and 24-30
frames per second (fps) from the Internet, which carry a Creative Commons license, and
down-sample all videos to 1, 920 × 1, 020 to further damp possible compression artifacts.
They are selected to cover sufficient content variations and motion patterns. Frames of
representative videos are shown in Fig. A.3. From each video we extract a 10-second
video clip [29], which is further divided into 5 non-overlapping 2-second segments. Each
segment is encoded using H.264 into 5 representations selected from the Netflix’s encoding
ladder [106], indicating “bad”, “poor”, “fair”, “good”, and “excellent” presentation quality.
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Figure A.3: Representative frames from the test streaming video database for the gMAD
competition of QoE models. (a) YellowStone: natural, high motion. (b) StreetDance:
outdoor, high motion. (c) SplitTrailer: human, high motion. (d) CSGO: animation, high
motion. (e) UCLY: indoor, slow motion. (f) WildAnimal: animal, slow motion. (g)
Rose: plant, slow motion. (h) Food: still-life, slow motion. Frames are cropped for better
visibility.
The details of the encoding ladder are given in Table A.2. After that, we prepend a stalling
event to each encoded segment with a time duration of 0, 2, or 4 seconds, representing
“no”, “short”, and “long” stalling events. We concatenate all possible combinations of
2-second segments from the same source content along with the stalling events, resulting
in a total of 35 × 55 × 50 = 37, 968, 750 test video clips.
We let 3 objective QoE models play the gMAD game. These are Liu12 [81], Yin15 [186],
and SQI [23]. Liu12 [81] adopts bitrate and stalling percentage as two features. On top
of Liu12, Yin15 [186] adds two more features—switching magnitude and initial buffering
duration (the stalling event before video play). Linear regression is used for the two
models. Instead of using bitrate as the indication of presentation quality, SQI [23] resorts to
advanced video quality models such as SSIMplus [119] to predict the presentation quality
and considers the interactions between video presentation quality and playback stalling
experiences. We make use of the Waterloo QoE Database [22] and map all model responses
to the same perceptual scale.
We choose 3 QoE levels and generate 3×2×3 = 18 extremal video pairs. The same 30
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Table A.2: Encoding ladder of video clips. kbps: kB per second
Representation Bitrate (kbps) Resolution
Bad 235 320× 240
Poor 560 512× 384
Fair 1, 050 640× 480
Good 2, 350 1, 280× 720
Excellent 5, 800 1, 920× 1, 080
Table A.3: Global ranking results of QoE models in the gMAD competition
QoE model Aggressiveness Resistance
Liu12 [81] −0.106 0.010
Yin15 [186] −0.161 −0.112
SQI [23] 0.267 0.102
subjects in the subjective testing for image aesthetics participate in the current subjective
experiment. Two video clips in the same pair are played consecutively but in random
order. Subjects are allowed to replay them until they are confident about their relative
QoE on the two video clips. Each subject takes about 20 minutes to finish the experiment.
After subjective data screening, no subject is rejected and 3.0% of the total ratings are
identified as outliers.
The global ranking results of Liu12 [81], Yin15 [186], and SQI [23] are listed in Ta-
ble A.3. It is no surprise that SQI outperforms the other two QoE models in terms of both
aggressiveness and resistance measures. We also show the extremal video pairs between
SQI and Yin15 in Fig. A.4, where it is not hard to observe that SQI defeats Yin15 at all
QoE levels. Although widely used, bitrate is a poor measure for video presentation qual-
ity because using the same bitrate to encode different video content results in drastically
different quality. Instead of using bitrate as in Liu12 and Yin15, SQI uses SSIMplus [119]
as the presentation quality estimator, which is in closer agreement with human perception
of video quality. Taking into account the interactions between presentation quality and
stalling events is another important ingredient for SQI to win the competition. However,
SQI does not consider the switching effect to the overall QoE. We believe a joint modeling
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Figure A.4: gMAD competition between Yin15 [186] and SQI [23]. “R” stands for the
representation level, characterized by bitrate and spatial resolution. In general, for the
same content, the higher the representation level, the better the presentation quality. Left:
Yin15 as the defender. Right: SQI as the defender.
of video presentation quality, stalling events, and switchings is a potential direction to
further improve SQI. Compared to Liu12, Yin15 adds two more features, attempting to
model the switching and initial buffering effects. Unfortunately, we observe a performance
degradation in gMAD. This may be because Yin15 captures the switching effect using an
oversimplified measure—the absolute difference between bitrates of two consecutive video
segments, which may in turn hamper the overall performance. Specifically, bitrate and its
difference exhibit a strong nonlinearity and (possibly non-monotonicity) to the overall QoE.
Linearly incorporating it into the model may not be an appropriate choice. In addition,
our latest results in [21] show that users have clearly different behaviors when experiencing
positive and negative adaptations. In other words, the switching direction matters, but
the absolute operation in Yin15 throws away such information. In summary, modeling the
QoE of users when viewing streaming videos is challenging and current models only work
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to some degrees. A complete treatment of the aforementioned three factors is desirable to
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